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Preface 

 

What is a hero, really? Think to the stories you know of your favorite heroes and the myths that bind 

them. And their villains? Archetypes are curious things that we don't always see beyond our 

imagined worlds of story books and play. But what sets the two apart are the choices they make. 

Does a hero always feel good in the end? Or a villain; how is he ever defeated? Sometimes bad things 

happen to good people. Sometimes good people do wrong. We look to our stories and our heroes to 

guide us through dark times. But when dark times come for our heroes, we must look within. 

 

As a child, I was inspired by super heroes. The term alone tells of what stories we seek. Super. They 

are larger than life with powers that are the stuff of legend. Super heroes are relatable through 

connections to our real world values. We all have our favorites. But then I saw my first Jidaigeki 

(Japanese period film) and was forever changed. The samurai, ninja, ronin, emperors, shōgun, and 

generals of those tales are the cowboys and indians, cops and robbers, and super heroes of their own 

time. I began writing as a way of telling a story that combines all of those elements that I most 

admire. The films of Akira Kurosawa and the imaginative worlds of Hayao Miyazaki are every bit the 

inspiration for The Painted Shōgun as the works of Stan Lee, Frank Miller, Stan Sakai, and especially 

J.R.R. Tolkien. 

 

Books should be exciting and they should make you think. They should spark your imagination and a 

sense of wonder. You will know these characters. As authors, we strive to evoke real feelings and a 

sense of wonder with our words. Most of all, you should be transported to a place that is as rich as 

you can imagine. 

 

The setting here is a world of sweeping eastern aesthetic. All of the sights and sounds and smells are 

things that have enchanted me. My hope is that they are told faithfully enough to enchant you, the 

reader. Much of my concept was to transport the seeds of a civilization to another place, in another 

time, and allow them to grow. Maybe there is a common ancestry between some Asian and Native 

American cultures. Maybe on a different stage, we would see those influences in a unified people. 

That stage here is Onidara, the 'Land of Demons.' But who knows where that name originated? And 

the Japans that we know in sword-play flicks and manga are the Shōgun’s prefectures. 

 

Custom and celebration are universal, as is our love of a good meal. They are the fabric that enrobes 

villagers and dignitaries alike. Many of our best conversations, and most of my fondest memories, 

happened around the dinner table. We celebrate to remember and we honor those that gave us the 

chance. 
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One of the unique joys of storytelling, whatever the medium, is the ability to show things through 

different perspectives. Grand campaigns are played on global stages, mostly by men of great power, 

seeking more. But we know them in our lives through more colloquial ways. How would you tell the 

tale of a Dragon battle? Imagine that one were happening now, outside of your window. Would you 

believe it if someone told you? Just anyone? Or are there some you'd believe over others? Would you 

need to see it with your own eyes? Feel the hot breath against your own skin? We help one another 

make sense of our experiences, and we rely on perspective to believe and make believe. 

 

Of the many themes, faith is one that can't be ignored; not by the people of Daichiyama, or by our 

main characters, and certainly not by those of us watching. This is not a book about the religions of 

Daichiyama, but faith is a curious and very human condition. It is a phenomenon that divides as often 

as it unites. For many, it's quite simple. For others, well, you'll see... 

 

Three distinct story lines occupy these pages. They exist in relation to one another in real time. The 

things that were set in motion put them on a collision course. A good reader would not believe much 

in coincidences. 

 

There should be something for everyone here. Fast-paced war games are metered with fun, romance, 

suspenseful happenings, hard times and the tugging of heart strings. Our own experiences are not far 

from these. The subtleties of a place with a deep history of art and war are layered so that they can 

be accessed and enjoyed by all. And what fun would a book like this be without Dragons? 

 

I'm proud to present Dragon Festival, Harvest Fire as the first volume of tales from the history and 

legends of Daichiyama. It has been a life's work of hearing stories worth telling. Over the past two 

years, I've written and re-written one I'd like to share. There are many more stories to tell of our 

painted Shōgun, but in a world so rich, there are many other stories to be told. I hope that you find a 

world worth revisiting. 

 

Life in Daichiyama is as our own; a journey rather than a destination. 

  

     -A.S.C.  
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Introduction 

This is a tale of common folk and Dragons, of Shōgun and handmaidens, of pirates, scoundrels, 

fishers, and men who make war. Their world was made by people from places we once knew. It is as 

much our home as it is a far off land. Magic is there for those who believe in it. 
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Chapter One – Like Demons 

  

ike so many nights before, Tsukiko eased out from under silken, buckwheat bedding, still 

warmed from a rousing yet previously asleep self. She cursed her name: Child of the Moon. But it 

was late and the early hours drew near. 

‘Kiko – as she was called by her father - knew by then that her name held more than just her 

calling. It held the very essence of her spirit; of her destiny. By her tenth year, she knew that she was 

bound to the moon. Her purpose would be realized in front of her grace and beauty. She’d long ago 

decided that her place was out there, amongst the peaceful quiet of the night. Alone.  

Tsukiko's bed was between her two sisters, whom she loved dearly, on the floor. Her parents slept in the 

next room. That spot was chosen with care because she would walk in the night. If she were to wake, 

her sisters would be woken and would help her back to bed. They didn’t understand.  

Her blankets did not rustle, nor the creaky, wooden floor panels below the tatami mats creak under her 

carefully placed step. She knew this all too well. This was not in the spirit of deception. It was from a 

deep understanding of their simpler way and a respect for their continued, peaceful slumber. It was just 

as well for the protection of her nocturnal ways.  

The next part, what was once a game - the exhilaration of trying to move through the house unnoticed 

and the sometimes crushing disappointment of being caught - had become routine. It’d been years since 

she was caught. Years since she began her secret wanderings. She slid to the door, spinning as she lowered 

to her knees. Her silky, blue-black hair whipped around. The door panel stopped, open, just enough, as 

her hair found its resting place across her shoulder. Her movements were like reflexes. She knew her 

next steps; how the floor would flex under the tips of her toes as she lifted slightly up. Her body 

anticipated how the mats would press against her shoulder and cross her back when she flicked from 

kneeling up to the balls of her feet. Her spirit called her from halfway to the door. Calm and collected, 

she allowed a breath. In a flash, her muscles tensed providing the power to launch her from the room. 

That night, though, much to her own surprise, she stopped. Her body chose not to spring as a drumming 

in her chest began to sound. A swelling of familiar and unsettling emotion rose as the drumming warmed 

her cheeks and hastened her breath. She shuffled her hip to reposition, facing her two sleeping sisters. 

Her shoulder lowered the straightened fingers of her right hand, followed quickly by the left, forming a 

tidy arrow as she bowed. Emotions erupted as a single tear met the inner corner of her eye. The tear was 

whisked away into a softly blown kiss. She did not yet know why that night felt different.  

As Tsukiko relieved herself from the pulsing walls of her home, she was met with a cool, pine-touched 

air that answered the warmth on her brow. For a fleeting moment, her spirit told her she wouldn’t be 

coming back; that she would never see her family or her school again; that her village may be forever 

changed. With furrowed eyes in disbelief, she began her rounds.  

L 
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Despite the eternal brightness of the moon, all was quiet behind the canopy of the Hayashi, as the village 

of Oshiro was often found in its darkest hour. As she set out on the worn foot path, she spun a thin, 

lacquered pick around the length of her hair, locking it into place in an unruly, yet serviceable bun. The 

village looked enchanted by spirits at such an hour. The earth was cool and slightly damp. The way was 

uneven with the bulging roots of hundred-year-old giants. There was just enough dew that the lichens on 

the great pines were moist to the touch. It had rained that evening and the remnants of a late spring 

shower left a haze in the cool of the night. The mists danced in and out of the streaking moon-glow, 

outlining the pitch black branches above. It was quiet. It was the type of quiet that superseded serene 

and sent a feint tingle across the back of ‘Tsukiko's neck and up gently to her hairline, alerting the tips of 

her ears. Onward, vigilant, she walked.  

The Morihito were a peaceful and reserved people. Evidence of their spirituality graced each family’s 

stake of land as far as Tsukiko's accustomed eye could see. Their shrines to the wind were humble but 

bold. Each adorned with subtle differences. A perfect stranger could walk the village at that hour and 

write great volumes on the simplicity that the Morihito found in their lives. Therein was their true 

power, for an elder amongst them, having spent a lifetime, could not account many of the great secrets 

that those woods had to tell. For as much as they were growers and artisans, there were warriors hidden 

amongst the Hayashi. The Yoru trained in secret and shrouded themselves in mystery, even to the 

villagers, and often to their own family. In a time of relative peace throughout Daichiyama, their 

presence had become more mysterious, even doubted, except from those most faithful to the belief that 

the Hayashi was untouchable under their protection.  

Each of the villages employed night watchmen, stationed, each in a tree stand, at high vantage over the 

most major roads. Tsukiko had known since her walks began some three or four springs ago that those 

men were not the true Yoru, but rather a deterrent. She chuckled as she whispered to herself. 

"Scarecrows." So inept, so comfortable, they were. "So not ready." It was all the more justification for her 

to be keeping an eye on things; to be protecting her village.  

She walked for some distance, looping back around the old stone well, moving quietly towards the next 

guard stand. She could hear his breath. Not far, straight ahead in the thicker brush, a soft crack flickered 

into an echo. By the timbre of the sound, it was likely a small deer or a large fox. Tsukiko held her breath 

and counted to a quick three. On three, as expected, a surge of adrenaline rushed through her, raising her 

pulse, tunneling her vision, and heightening the awareness of her surroundings. Calmly she waited, 

allowing it to subside. False alarm. It was rumored that one could control this. Tsukiko was skeptical but 

the first step to controlling her body was listening to the way it reacted. That was why she walked alone 

at night. To listen. To learn. To train. She knew it to be in her blood because it happened slower than her 

reflexes. In her own way, she was years ahead of many of those trained guards.  

The echo that caused the guard to stir was with his many distant memories when he returned to his 

bottle and his gravelly humming. She waited. Her next step would be calculated. As she stood, tense, she 

wondered if there were any female warriors amongst the Yoru. How she yearned to be ‘found’ so she 

could make sense of her mindfulness and begin to fulfill what she believed to be her destiny.  

In the split second when the thought occurred, a tight, muffled, and violent snap erupted, devastating the 

silence around her. It was followed immediately by a piercing whistle. Time moved slowly, but the fast 
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approaching cry was short lived, ending in a solid and brisk penetration just above, where the tree stand 

scarecrow hummed his song. With the slightest grunt he reared. Tsukiko could hear that throat gurgle as 

he plunged, hitting the ground like a load of daikon. She didn't remember in how many steps her feet 

carried her there or how much time had passed, but there was no mistaking the long range, bamboo ya, 

decorated with proud and vibrant feathers from a hawk, sent to claim a scarecrow. The arrow was given 

flight by a skilled Kyudoka. The Village was under attack. Quickly, calmly, she counted. One. Two. 

Three...  

❖ 

By the time the last of the Morihito were rocked from their dreams by the war cries of a thousand 

mounted riders, it was far too late. As the cries rang out, the drumming began. Drumming was so close 

that percussive shockwaves took hold of the breath of every villager. They throbbed collectively, 

rhythmically from within their trembling bodies. The uproar of a thousand yumi being drawn was 

deafening. One thousand muscular and disciplined hands crunched as they tightened their grip. One 

thousand creaking bows yawned as tensions tightly rattled one thousand feathered ya into position. 

Thunderous silence fell. The night grew thick and palpable. Panic took hold. A deep voice: "Ute!" An 

eruption of one thousand snapping thwips set things in motion. This was never intended to be a silent 

attack. This was slaughter. This was war. This was personal.  

Tsukiko reached her intended stopping point about thirty meters before her breath, but only a few steps 

before the scent of charred thatch from the outskirts. She had her suspicions for some time, mainly 

because of the way he composed himself. She had been terrified to pursue them because it would mean 

risking everything. Now, though, none of that mattered. Tsukiko was almost amused by where her feet 

carried her as wisps of smoke worked their way through the open bamboo of his wind chime. It was the 

perfect time to put aside whatever fear she held, and what reserve would have otherwise held her back. 

The village needed her more than ever, and if ever she was to call upon the might of the Yoru, she knew 

no other place to turn.  

Before the rap of her knock fell, the door flung open. In between beats of her heart, she was off balance, 

like trying to lift an empty basket that she thought full of rice. She fell fast, caught without her guard. To 

the person answering, it was anticipated. In fact, he crafted his advantage, for she was being watched. 

With a guiding pressure settled aptly on her wrist, he whisked her through the doorway. Sudden and 

disorienting dark gave way to restraint. The back of her shoulders were spun and buried into the chest of 

her assailant as she struggled to find the limits of what bound her arms. She wasn’t intimidated. She 

wasn’t afraid. Instead, she knew that she had found safe harbor. His weathered hand released its hold 

from across her clenched lips. Without a word and with carefully placed eyes, they agreed to just listen. 

It was wasted energy to raise a finger for silence. She fixed on his gaze until they agreed it was safe to 

speak.  

With a thousand burning questions staggering at the man's aging lips, he first broke silence with all he 

could muster through a greying black beard.  

"Tsukiko-San, why?"  
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Without breaking eye contact and without a bow "Fujikawa-Sensei. Oshiro is under attack."  

He cut her off. "No, my dear, the entire of the Hayashi is under attack. I'm afraid we haven't much time, 

you must tell me what you know."  

They had such precious time that they dispensed with the normal pleasantries, but Fujikawa-Sensei 

produced a lit candle from what appeared to be thin air. She was mystified, but continued telling of how 

she was cursed to wake in the night and how she patrolled the village. Tsukiko couldn’t believe how silly 

her own words sounded as she explained to her school teacher, in his very humble home, that she felt 

like a born guardian of the village. She was even more surprised that he was taking in her words seriously. 

That was quite out of character, she thought, for the spirited Fujikawa, the one who, on occasion, sang 

lessons and could at other times be quite eccentric. But somehow, she knew. Somewhere along the way, 

he started seeming different. Veiled behind his charismatic and entertaining facade, she detected the 

markings that only battle could carve on a man's soul. She knew no warriors, but from somewhere 

within, she knew him all too well.  

Tsukiko told of the first guard and how he met the ground in his untimely demise. She told of the surge 

that swelled within her and how it felt more intense than she ever remembered. It felt purposed. She 

told of how each guard along the way found a similar fate. She told of how she paused long enough to 

watch the siege on the outer homes; how her own house had been peppered with flaming arrows; how 

the villagers, including her own family, fled burning homes, and she told of the armored demons that 

drew down on them. The direness of their current situation stifled her tears. "Fujikawa-Sensei, we can 

waste no more time, we..." she paused as if uncertain of her next move "we need to call on the Yoru if 

our village is to survive." 

"I can see there is no fooling you, my dear. I am not what you think I am. But I can tell you this: they 

move now. As must we. Keep up. We will leave you behind if we have to." His words lingered for but a 

pulse when two shrouded figures dropped to a knee after entering the room from above, startling 

Tsukiko. With the same quickness that she left her bedroom, which seemed like days ago, each slid their 

door panel away from the other, leaving just enough to pass the breadth of a man. They took their leave. 

"I believe that is our cue. We make haste. Be silent, stay close." His eyes rolled back as he gathered his 

strength. She wondered if he was counting.  

When she set foot out the door, she was amazed that the two figures from before were nowhere to be 

found. Sensei was just ahead, almost annoyed, stalling for her to catch up. Now he found the energy to 

raise his one finger. He knew very well that it wasn't necessary because he monitored her movements 

most nights and had known for some time that, when the time had come, she would keep up. Through 

his finger, he put on a sarcastic scowl. For a brief moment, she saw her old school teacher again. Any 

break in the tension was worth the risk of his hesitating. She was astonished to see him keep up with the 

Yoru warriors that sprang from his ceiling and out into the maelstrom. The realization that she was 

amongst Yoru polarized what surrounded with a flash. There was smoke everywhere now. To her 

immediate right, just outside the village boundaries, no more than ten meters away, rode countless 

mounted archers. A storm of bamboo ya cut clean across their path. She could hear the screaming wind 

scorch through every feather as they zipped by, uncomfortably close. Luckily, her ten year old body was 

lower to the ground than the outstretched arms of a mounted rider aiming beyond. To the left, and much 
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closer, were the armored demons that she saw earlier. They were an almost breathtaking sight to behold, 

if she were not running for her life. Each of the hundreds of soldiers wore horned helms and intricate face 

masks. Like demons. Some were brightly colored, some wore drab, but one man in particular caught her 

attention most. One man, she knew she would never forget. His helmet did not wear horns, but was in 

many ways more ornate. His faceplate was more gnarled and terrifying than the others. He wore a short 

cape, which no other wore. The man was between her and the nearest burning houses and the light 

played tricks. He stood what appeared to be just less than two meters, but the undulating flames cast a 

more monstrous silhouette. As she ran, his image became flickered in interrupted motion on the canvas 

of openness and quickly passing tree limbs. His movements were swift and powerful, his voice was deep. 

Clearly, he was someone of great importance.  

Just ahead, Fujikawa-Sensei disappeared into the denser forest, which seemed untouched by the 

attackers. She dug down to find the final burst that would carry her to a temporary second haven so they 

could regroup and think about their next steps. Before springing forward, she turned to something that 

caught hold of her peripheral vision. The crunching earth below her feet skittered forth stones as she slid 

to an uncomfortably loud halt. He allowed his blade to continue its flight clean through the shadow of a 

young girl, not much off in age than Tsukiko, before making eye contact with her. She gasped. With a 

half step forward, he twirled his blade, flicking off the bulk remnants from his latest claim. With another 

half step, his blade found its home, all the while he maintained his eye contact. She found herself again 

mesmerized. The content of his call to the three men closest to her was muffled by the beating in her 

chest.  

❖  

When Tsukiko came to, she felt the hard ground on her knees. Her arms were outstretched, each being 

held by a fully-armored, demon-faced warrior. Her head pounded. The man that appeared to be their 

leader, or perhaps their General, stood but a few meters in front of her. The first lights of dawn began to 

lace their way through the trees.  

The General was receiving reports that looked to please him. He was certainly taking his time and 

Tsukiko was not impressed. Around them, many of the small houses were already burnt to the ground. 

Others left an empty hull of smoking ruin. Piles of thatch still smoldered all around. Evidence of a 

handed victory overwhelmed her to tears. Am I the last? Why am I being held? For ceremony? As an 

offering? What happened to Fujikawa-Sensei? His two companions? Am I their baited hook? 

Some of the bodies of the Morihito had fallen in ways that told of their valiant last stand. Several others 

had taken demon warriors with them. She decided that they were the men and, with a slight lift of her 

chin, women of the Yoru. Their dedication to a hidden life meant that in death, their true identity 

vanished. A ten year old school girl saw what no one else did; everything she needed to prove to herself 

they did exist. Sadly, their efforts proved to be futile. Tsukiko found solace in knowing that if she were 

to die, it would be in the presence of the lingering spirit of the mighty fallen. Who was she to live while 

the rest of the great protectors of the Hayashi were gone? Secretly, Tsukiko vowed to honor their spirit. 

Somehow, someway.  
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The General approached, drawing his blade. He removed his face plate and helmet. A second man, of a 

lesser stature, trickled clear water over his blade from a small bamboo cup at the end of a long, thin, 

wooden handle. The clear sky began to grey and the leaves began to rustle. She could tell that he would 

otherwise be a handsome man. Otherwise, because he looked drained. Somehow sympathy eluded young 

Tsukiko. His eyes, though... His eyes were sharp and focused and told of a passion and a fury that was 

poised to explode from within. The wind howled.  

As the General advanced, she watched his eyes deepen and he set his teeth as he fixed on something over 

his victim’s shoulder.  

"Lord Yamamoto, may we have a word." Her heart leapt into her throat as Fujikawa-Sensei's voice 

projected from somewhere behind her. "Release her, she will go nowhere." He spoke with a conviction 

that she had never heard before. Not from him. Not from...anyone. Lord Yamamoto gave a nod and it 

was done. She felt the air rush into her lungs, having forgotten how long she was in that position. Her 

teacher stepped past her, never making eye contact. They walked to a small clearing, just outside of 

earshot. The lord took to his knee. His men began to chatter and curse. Fujikawa-Sensei paced in front of 

him, arms folded behind his back. Their conversation was not long, but it was not exactly brief. Lord 

Yamamoto rose and they each bowed, turning to walk back.  

"Fujin-Sama, please." Lord Yamamoto bowed, as he offered his hand, clearly handing command to her 

teacher.  

"The girl's name is Tsukiko Mori. She is one of my students and is dear to me personally. Her father and 

mother were growers here in Oshiro. It appears that she is the last of the Morihito. His Lordship 

Toshihiro Yamamoto, Shōgun of the 13 prefectures," her eyes snapped up and narrowed at the word. 

Shōgun. This was personal "...has agreed to take Tsukiko into his home and see that she is provided for. I 

have agreed to interfere here no further, and will take my leave from the Hayashi." He bowed, and 

walked toward Tsukiko. Her old teacher removed a pendant from around his neck and tied it tight 

around hers. As he leaned in, he whispered four words that would haunt her for years to come "We have 

been betrayed." 
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Chapter Two - The Familiar Guides 
 

(More than three years have elapsed) 

 

s remaining lights of a setting sun wandered across distant mountains, the full and burning 

autumn moon was perched, ready to illuminate the first night of the Festival of Harvest Fires. 

The whole of Onidara had gathered.  

In the center of the festival grounds sat a temporary and slightly elevated stage, not overly large, 

but substantial enough that three great taiko stood shoulder to shoulder to shoulder along its back edge. 

Each of the oversized drums was taller than a man and standing upon a bamboo perch half as high. For 

the ceremony, the drums bore traditional skins, faced with a black, brush-painted circle in the center. 

The skins were rounded over the lip of the drum barrel and secured with thick red rope, studded by 

heavy bronze cuffs. They lay in wait for the opening ceremonies of the ninth year of the Harvest Fire 

cycle. Next year, as with the tenth of every harvest cycle, the drums would adorn the kamon of the 

Tatsukihei, the Dragon Riders of the northern mountains. The tenth ceremony culminates in the binding 

of a new Rider. In front of the three great taiko, arranged in a semicircle, stood seven floor drums. Poised, 

they were ready for the fall of night. 

Outward from the stage for as far as the eye could see stood the gathering villagers. Leading to the front 

was a walkway that bifurcated the crowd. Behind the stage lay the sacred gaming fields that remained off 

limits. Those fields would be set to awaken come morning. Along the outer limits of the crowd were the 

food carts. Roasted and barbecued meats, steamed yams, shaved and flavored ice, grilled eel, sweet or 

savory dumplings, spicy crab and more. There was no other time that the grounds smelled quite the same 

way. Such smells brought back festivals of yore. 

The air was unseasonably warm for an autumn harvest moon, but as the flickering, red sun plunged deep, 

a crisp breeze awakened. Chattering became silence. Thousands upon thousands more gathered as the 

anticipation of a week-long festival livened. 

Those closest to the stage could hear the bursting of faint, sizzling crackles over the booming quiet. Then 

all at once, a series of muffled thumps preceded brisk, upward bounding squeals. With tight pause, and a 

few gasps, the squeals puttered out. The most majestic eruption of reds and yellows and burning other 

colors ignited with pops and a thunderous roar in the sky, answered by thunderous roaring from the 

crowd. The opening ceremonies of the Festival of Harvest Fires had begun with a bang. 

❖ 

A 
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On the far side of the village, Ken'ichi Yamada took note of the fading final sparkle of the fading final 

firework from where he stood, just beyond the doorway of his mountain manor. The night air was cool 

reprieve from the stifling scene inside.  

Yamada stood roughly a quarter less than two meters. His build was thicker than that of the common 

men, and most of the warriors and Riders of Onidara. He wore a full, thick beard, and his dark hair was 

gathered in a short top knot where the top of his head turned down. His eyes were sharp like a hawk's 

eyes. While he couldn’t see the entire festival grounds, he would be within earshot of the taiko 

drumming, and his home would be aglow from the great bonfire. For as long as he could remember, that 

would be the first opening ceremonies that he hadn’t been a part of since he was a child, even during his 

years away. It wasn’t disappointment, rather reminiscence, for the child would be born that night and the 

whole village would come together in celebration. The timing could not have been better. 

He knew the timing of the festival in his bones. Ginjiro, one of his stronger students, and in his eyes, the 

dark horse to be seated as a Rider next year, was preparing, which meant that the drumming would 

begin momentarily and they were right on cue. He knew that the three great taiko would begin first, and 

how one-by-one, they would be joined by the others. Not only was their rumbling audible, Keni'chi was 

pleasantly surprised to be hearing, albeit faintly, the echoing kiai of the three performers. The sounds 

were calling him. He knew in his mind that the smell of grilled eel, his favorite, filled the night air around 

the festival grounds. His mouth watered. Lost in the moment, he was pulled back to the harsh reality of 

complications as one of the young assistants appeared at his side, bowing. "So sorry. Yamada-Sama, your 

presence has been requested immediately." Yamada did not hesitate, nor did he when he was asked to 

step outside only moments before. 

The crowd clapped in time with each upbeat strike of the taikomen’s chugging. The lead drummer, who 

called the cadence, was the oldest and most experienced. He threw rhythms at the middle, slightly larger 

drum that each flank answered in concert. At timed intervals, all three pounded out a quick double beat 

finished with a snap of the thick wooden bachi against the rim of the great drum, ending with a brisk 

shout. They beat right back to the cadence. 

The scene that Ken'ichi found inside had only intensified. Had there always been this many midwives? he 

thought. It pained him to see Lady Masuyo terrified and struggling, fighting a battle that he could not. 

She had been fighting at it for more than four hours now and the child made no progress.  

It wasn’t every day that Ginjiro, even as a ninth year student of war and Rider candidate, got to don the 

traditional full garb of a light-armored mounted archer. Training gear was nowhere near as honorary. He 

felt simultaneously like a child playing dress up and a great warrior, blessed with the pride of his people 

on his shoulders. Alone he waited, still not sure why he had been chosen, meditating, with full respect, 

on the fact that it was his chance to do the Dragon Riders proud. 

Lady Masuyo was quiet for the moment but bearing all of the tension and battles of labor. Her brow 

beaded with sweat, her breathing was shallow and rapid. The pained screams had given way to 

exhaustive moans as she wept. With all of her strength she broke a smile and muttered "I can hear the 

drumming." Her eyes rolled back and their lids slowly closed as an unencumbered sigh released what 
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breath remained struggling in her lungs. Yamada let out a ghastly cry that drowned out the drums as he 

lunged to her side, mindful of where he directed his muscular form for the child was still unborn. 

All ten drummers were on the stage. The seven at the front pounded syncopated rhythms while the 

three great taiko hammered their returns in succession. Between beats of the rhythm, the drummers 

started trading positions. They hit their stride and had the crowd in the palms of their hands. The only 

light came from the moon, adding a mystical vibe to their performance. 

The midwives were scrambling and Yamada's head swam as he reeled with devastation, but with every 

scrap, every fiber of his warrior's being he tried to keep composed. With anger, he thought she can't be 

gone! With fear, he asked "the child?!"  

The oldest of the midwives reported. "We must act quickly if we are to save this child." 

Ginjiro, taking his cues from the tempo of the drummers crescendo, mounted, with bamboo yumi in 

hand. His bow stood nearly two and one half meters - a full half meter taller than the standard issue 

combat bow, but this bow was for a special purpose. It was constructed of bamboo with animal hide 

handle wrappings. The entire length was an intricately carved Dragon. That bow would serve one 

purpose, and perhaps one other and be retired, having taken almost a full nine months to be crafted. His 

horse was majestic; a decorated war hero; a steady and hot platform to ride with into battle. Ginjiro put a 

hand on the side of his horse's head, leaned in to speak a soft incantation, took up the reins and began his 

ride. The drummers began playing a rumbling march, precisely on cue. 

Only a few short minutes had elapsed into what felt like days for Yamada. The harsh reality of his 

beloved Masuyo lying lifeless tore him down. He was in another place. The lead midwife worked steadily 

to push downward on the pregnant belly of his departed Masuyo. It seemed so grim to Yamada, but he 

knew it must have been the only way. The midwife began to bear the burden of defeat. Yamada knew it 

before anyone else in the room. He began to scream, and to weep for the child. He would never forget 

the words or the fire they brought to his belly as the midwife yelled "get him out of here!" As he was 

dragged out of the room, he heard the midwife say "we need to take the baby out. Now!" 

Ginjiro thundered towards the festival grounds. The march intensified. Louder and louder the crowd 

rolled as the two drum units drummed together ferociously. Faster and faster, the drum leader sped the 

cadence. The sensation of the crescendo was almost unbearable for the crowd and they began to chant 

for Ginjiro at the monstrous sound of his approaching charge. The air became energized and the crowd 

rivaled the full force of ten drummers giving their all. At the exact right moment, Ginjiro's approach led 

him towards and up the path through the middle of the crowd. Not skipping a step, and with no slowing 

down, Ginjiro lead the horse to flight, over the stepped ledge and onto the stage. With four successive 

beats from the drum leader and a quick rim snap, there was a brief but audible pause played and then all 

ten drummers, all at once, pounded their bachi in a furious double thump. It rocked a wave over the 

crowd, ending in a long and lingering concerted "Hyoh!" that would have been heard by the heavens. 

The crowd erupted with applause. Their celebration lasted for a few solid minutes. As their clapping 

churned, it slowly turned to rhythm. 
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Yamada, back outside, and overwhelmed with distress, was blown away by the sheer force of the 

drumming and the crowd. He knew that Ginjiro was taking the stage so he began to count down, both to 

try to calm his mind and center his spirit for whatever the night may bring and in anticipation of the 

coming light. The rhythm of the crowd began to wane. It was routine to him, so it was not the distant 

festival that startled him. 

Ginjiro raised the bow high above the ground as his horse reared. The next round of fireworks 

silhouetted him to the crowd as they showered up from the ground, over the tops of the great taiko. 

There was a sheer wall of sparkling flame. Ginjiro took his aim. There was no targeting what lay beyond 

the wall of fire. His sight picture was obscured by haze. Using the cues from practice and his nerves of 

steel, he removed the one arrow from his quiver, and, nocking his bow, he began to draw. Ginjiro took a 

deep breath and held it in his lungs to steady his arms. Sweat poured down his back. His heart pounded 

in his ears. Releasing a quarter of the breath and holding strong, he released his arrow through the fire. 

The wrapped and oiled tip caught fire as it soared out over the tournament fields and away from the 

crowds. It was a long, un-aimable, and by all accounts impossible shot, but one that no festival archer had 

ever missed, which added immense pressure to the young student. Each heart beat thundered in his 

throat with anticipation. 

Too many moments passed. But then finally, Crack! The ya found its mark. With an explosion of heat 

and light, the Harvest Fire was lit! 

Yamada felt the warmth from where he stood, but it rose from within, well before the Harvest Fire 

flared. What he heard was the only sound in the world to take away the bite from the cutting edge of 

pain he felt. He didn't know if anything would take away the anger, or helplessness that he suffered at 

the death of Masuyo. The first cries of the child filled his heart as tears filled his eyes. By the time he 

slammed open the door, the bonfire lit up the night sky, casting the light that would allow him to first 

set eyes on his son. A child's birth and a mother's death on the first day of the Harvest Fire. His heart 

ached that she could not look upon his little face and full head of wet black hair. "Send a messenger to 

Ryoku!" he shouted, as he thought What would the Elders have to say about this?! 

❖ 

Dancing at the festival continued on into the night. After a short time settling in, and being alone with 

the two of them, Yamada allowed the midwives to attend to the body while he held his new son. He 

spoke to him as though he would understand. "I will protect you and I will love you no matter what 

happens. You will be safe in my arms, and you will always know your mother's love." He kissed his son's 

head. After the commotion, he realized he had nothing to call him. To Yamada, the choice came in a 

flash of divine intervention. "You shall be known as Tatsuya Yamada. The boy who will become a 

Dragon." He sat, baby in arms and stared out over the festival grounds, meditating on peaceful travels for 

Masuyo and a good life for Tatsuya. 

❖ 
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Even though Yamada had the employ of a full house staff with the addition of midwives to care for 

Tatsuya, it was still a long and difficult first night. Customarily, a man, especially one of his position, was 

simply not involved in the day-to-day care taking of an infant. Yamada, though, would not leave the 

boy's side. Perhaps it would have been a different story if she were still with them. He stepped out 

occasionally to take brief rests, but when he was alone, it was, as he found, at its most difficult. There 

was solace in knowing that the boy was resting in his arms, or at least being tended to by those whom he 

entrusted his own life.  

Day break came and went. In such a community, word spread quickly to the farthest reaches, especially 

in the heightened emotion of the festival. Regardless of his mental and physical states, Yamada needed to 

prepare for visitors and condolences. He would just as soon face battle formations. 

Yamada expected his nearest neighbors would attend, and they did. He expected many of the festival 

goers to attend, and they did as well. Hour after hour he received their kind words, their grievances, and 

their blessings over his son. Each and every one offered their advice and words of wisdom to make it 

through such a difficult time. He even expected his students to attend, and they did, and in grand fashion. 

They attended in a way that made him so unbelievably proud to be their Sensei. 

He heard their approach from inside before anyone saw them coming, and it brought the day's first smile. 

The thundering of the hooves of more than a dozen mounted riders rumbled. The horses and the men 

both wore the ceremonial garb of the mounted riders; the same garb donned by Ginjiro the night before.  

Yamada was kneeling still, with guests in his company, sword mounted upright beside him when he 

heard the riders hit the cobbled path that encircled the outer wall of his home. The path fulfilled its duty 

of announcing riders. Yamada bowed quickly, grabbing his sword and said "Please excuse" to his guests. 

Without hesitation, or care for a response, he stepped right between them. On his way out the front 

door he plunged his sword through his obi and waited to greet his students. Stepping out, the light, he 

found, was especially bright. It was bright enough that he could not see them until their shadows passed 

through his gate. 

Each of the students wore the cherry red kimono of the Onikishu, the horsemen archers that they were 

training to become. On the front corners between the shoulder and the collar bone sat the small white 

kamon of each of the rider's families. Over their left arm and shoulder was draped an extra, thicker 

sleeve dyed midnight black, strapped from front to back. Atop the black shoulder sat a large, thick-lined, 

white, empty circle that was wider around than a full outstretched hand. The empty crest was to 

symbolize the vessel that was each student, to be filled on their ten year journey to the underworlds and 

back through the arduous Rider training. Upon completion of the training, those not chosen by the 

Dragons, which would be all but one, were to wear the kamon of the Onikishu in reflective, brilliant 

gold. The gloves they wore were pure, lustrous, and white. Below, they each wore a set of light gray 

hakama that themselves wore a set of black pin stripes. The hakama were collected at the ankle and tied 

off with black and gold wrapped cord to better facilitate mounting and dismounting.  

The horses that they mounted were mighty, and they were anything but uniform. Several were tan, with 

a white mask down the center of their face. Their mane and their tail were like un-dyed linen. Others 

were darker brown with still darker manes. One in particular was a warm chestnut with the purest white 
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hair. Several wore patches of different hide colors, but they were decorated, all, for battle. Each rider 

took great care and great pride in the grooming and presentation of his horse. They learned over the 

course of their lives, and put to practice over the past nine years, that a man's horse is his partner, his 

team, his companion. A man’s horse was his spirit's counterpart in war. Each braided the mane and tail 

with great care. Most had woven feathers in from a hawk's tail, the rest from the great horned owl, 

which was sacred to the people of Onidara. In fact, the feather of a great horned owl was precious and 

given only to those achieving greatness on the battle field. Harvesting them otherwise was punishable. 

All wore red, broad-tasseled reins and colorful battle paint. Each rider's hand print was painted red or 

black and stamped onto one of the horse's front shanks.  

That day, the riders carried no bows and their quivers carried each one arrow, dressed each with one 

feather from an eagle. The feather from an eagle was the only more sacred than that of a great horned 

owl. 

They were an impressive sight to behold; the culmination of nine years of training. At once, they were a 

cohesive unit of warriors. He saw them day and night. But that day, as he set eyes upon them anew, his 

pride brought forth a tear. When the riders approached, each of the gathered well-wishers cleared the 

way and dropped down to both knees, bowing with respect. There were eighteen all told, out of the 

twenty remaining students of the class of twenty one. The eldest present was not yet a man of twenty 

full years. The gravity of their gathering reminded him of young Akio, one of the younger students of the 

group that had passed on some six years before. He shed a tear for the student that had died on his 

training fields. Yamada only met that boy briefly, but his memory haunted him each time he set foot 

onto those fields, as it would any good teacher. But, that time, however, he remembered him fondly. 

The length of the walkway to the manor was more than enough to accommodate twenty men on twenty 

horses and again twenty more. The gate was tall enough for riders to pass, mounted. Yamada-Sensei 

stood midway up the dozen stone steps to the front door of his home. A line of bowing well-wishers 

flanked each side of the manicured walkway. A few paces behind the visitors sat short stone walls that 

held the roots of weeping maples. Just as he was summoned, he found himself in a momentous 

ceremony that welled the emotion up inside of him. Yamada kept his composure through the morning, 

and even now with his students, but the pomp and circumstance clenched his words. His knees 

weakened a touch and his bottom lip shuttered a quiver that only he perceived. 

Each rider dismounted in succession, reaching back over the horse’s hindquarters and dropping both feet 

squarely on the ground. The sound was percussive and followed an almost exacting cadence. Wordless 

each, they stepped forth, drawing the one ya with their left gloved hand over their left veiled shoulder. 

As each student stepped up to the second step, they bowed and presented their arrow lain from hand to 

hand. "Yamada-Sensei," is all that they spoke. Their Sensei nodded silently, accepting them one by one. 

Yamada understood the eagle dressed ya to be an offering of courage and the strength of his students. He 

had never before been touched in quite the same way.  

"Thank you. You are my greatest honor. Thank you all," is what he managed. 

After the last student presented his arrow, Yamada turned and nodded towards the house to one of the 

assistants standing inside. Within a matter of moments, his own quiver was brought and slung around his 
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chest. Carefully he inspected and then placed the arrows into the quiver one at a time. He wore them 

proudly and with rejuvenated spirit. Ever their astute sensei, he did not miss the fact that Koichi rode 

lead; not that Koichi wasn’t fully capable. In fact, he was second overall in the class, behind Takeshi, 

whose absence resounded. It was addressed in a way that only his students picked up on. The others 

were none-the-wiser. "Koichi-san." he declared, as he nodded in recognition of his new post. "Where Is 

Ginjiro?" asked Yamada. “I would like to congratulate him myself on his performance last night. I could 

see from here that it was a victory for the ages. The Dragons must have been made so proud." There was 

a shuffling amongst them. It was understood that Yamada-Sensei had not asked for Takeshi, the top 

seated rider and sempai of the group.  

Koichi responded as diplomatically as he knew how. "Sensei, Ginjiro-san is sorry that he is delayed, but 

he swore that he would see you this day. Also, Sensei, Takeshi-Sempai..."  

"I did not ask nor do I require further discussion, Koichi. Each manages in his own way. All I ask is that 

he be informed, and Koichi-San, I will leave that task to you." Yamada knew what Takeshi harbored. 

Koichi's reaction confirmed to Yamada that, most likely, Takeshi did not know, and Koichi now 

shouldered that responsibility. "Come, all. Come inside and let us raise a toast." 

On the way inside, past the guests, Yamada asked the assistants for some privacy for the next few hours 

waving a glance towards the remaining gathered guests. 

❖ 

Inside, the walls were taken down and an impromptu table with place settings was fashioned for Yamada 

and his eighteen warriors. Yamada was at the head of the table, Koichi to his immediate right. Toasts had 

been made over life, death, family, and the Dragons. They didn’t raise the typical harsh barley shochu, or 

even the malted chestnut ale that flowed freely at the festivals. On that day they raised the finest bottles 

of saké that the highest courts of the prefectures would have had to offer.  

A few times throughout the early evening, Yamada slipped out to check on the boy. When he stepped 

out for the first time, it was after all somber words were spoken and the men began to loosen a little. He 

brought Tatsuya back with him for the men to meet. Upon entering the room, everything silenced. The 

child was still younger than twenty four hours old, but he was a healthy size. A respectful, quiet rattling 

of saké cups helped lower the other’s drinkwear to the table. A rustle and swish of hakama across the 

matted floor panels gave way to eighteen bowing, humbled students. "I am pleased for you all to meet 

Tatsuya Yamada, my son. I expect that you will all watch over him. He is part of our family now."  

"To young Yamada-san!" called Koichi as the men all raised their glasses. 

The hours wandered along. The storytelling of the group helped Yamada’s mind to wander with them, 

away from the things that were still too raw to tend. Yamada remembered thinking at some point, much 

after the dusk had fallen, that there must have been many visitors turned away. He jumped up to find 

out for certain that Ginjiro was not amongst them. In looking, and needing a breather, he found himself 

wandering out to the front gate. Off in the distance, the glow from the bonfire illuminated the clouds 

from what seemed like within. How he longed to be there. How he longed for things to be undone. 
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While he expected many of the day’s visitors, what he never expected was for his nineteenth student to 

be approaching the gate accompanied by the one that walked beside him. Each guided his beast as he 

walked. Ginjiro guided the reins of his horse, who was all pure white and decorated with a red painted 

hand print across his face. His quiver held one arrow and he carried no bow. He spoke casually to the 

other man, perhaps a little too casually, but his companion appeared to be listening quite intently. 

Ryuujin, Lord and General of the Dragon Riders, who was considered by some to be a living deity 

walking amongst Onidara, walked now with one of Yamada-Sensei's quieter students. They were 

accompanied, also, by his Dragon. Ryuujin-Sama, who walked with his arms folded behind the small of 

his back, raised a hand out towards Ginjiro. His first two fingers extended, respectfully calling for silence 

as they approached the gate, and an anxiously awaiting, prostrated Ken'ichi Yamada. "Douzo, Yamada-

san," said the ever so slightly balding old man from behind his thick, white, curved mustache.  

Yamada rose and then, facing his Elder, bowed again at the waist. "Ryuujin-Sama. This is an honor. Please 

forgive, had I known..." but Yamada was interrupted.  

"Nonsense!" Ryuujin chuckled. "Nonsense, Yamada-san. We have come this evening to pay our respects. 

I can see that you still are in the company of guests, so I will not take much of your time. I wish to offer 

my deepest sympathy to you and to your family, and Ginjiro-san would also pay his respects. Go on, 

boy."  

As Ryuujin-Sama spoke, Ginjiro un-quivered his arrow and took to one knee. "Yamada-Sensei," he 

spoke, eyes lowered.  

"Yamada-Sensei thanks you, Ginjiro-san. If you would be so kind to join the others inside while your 

Sensei entertains an old man with a few words..." Ryuujin escorted him to the front steps of the manor so 

he could have a parting word alone, or at least allow Ginjiro to finish the story he was telling that had 

gotten cut off. Ryuujin clapped Ginjiro firmly on the shoulder. He half smiled and nodded his head in 

acknowledgement of something that pleased him. Yamada gathered it to be about his performance at the 

festival, but perhaps of something else that they may have spoken. Yamada was also fairly proud to see 

how Ginjiro took the compliment when he bowed, fully and proper. 

In the moments that the two men stepped towards the house, leaving Yamada alone, he set eyes upon 

the Dragon. It appeared as though he was asleep, right there in the middle of the stone path already, just 

outside the gate. In fact, he was snoring, even. Even asleep, however, his appearance was commanding. 

His massive, golden-horned, black and grey head sat upon his massive, folded, black and grey hands. To 

the top of his head from the ground were nearly two and a half meters and his horns added two more. 

The Dragon wore a bushy silver mustache at the end of a long, stout snout, atop which sat two looped 

up nostrils that were bigger around than Yamada's head. From either side of his snout wisped long, 

thickish tendrils that curled back against his sleeping body. As far back as Yamada could see in the 

moonlight, the Dragon's body curled casually back and forth like a giant stunned eel dropped to the 

ground. He was certainly not shy about making himself comfortable. Down and along the centerline of 

his back stood a row of silver trident-shaped spines atop thickened black scales that wore like iron 

armor. This was a rare honor, seeing a warrior so powerful and so revered, so close. It was close enough 

that he could feel the warmth on his own face when the Dragon breathed. From there, it was still hard to 
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tell how tall he would stand, but when he walked up with Ryuujin, he towered more than thrice his 

master, in fact, he towered more than thrice Ginjiro's horse. 

"I know, I know...look at how majestic! huh? Don't be fooled, Ken'ichi-san, he's getting quite stubborn in 

his old age. Silly old Dragons. Ahhh. Wake Up, 'Ichi! You are being very rude." Yamada had never heard 

this particular Dragon referred to quite so…casually. Sure, there were several Dragons in the village, but 

Tatsukihei they were not, and this was not just any old Dragon, but the direct descendent of the great 

and mighty Ryuu!  

"Ryuujin-Sama. Can I offer some refreshment? Perhaps a pot of tea?" Yamada sincerely wondered.  

"No. Thank you. Just a few words, Yamada-san. I do not plan to take you away from your mourning or 

your guests for very long. They have grown to be a formidable bunch, you know, and they bring your 

house great honor, as they do the Dragons. They were on a much different path a year ago, before you 

came back, but you know this. Ginjiro's great success is your success also, Sensei. He speaks very highly 

of you and your teachings, Yamada, which is why I have come. We need you to see them through and to 

be ready to begin with the next group. You will take until the end of the festival to mourn and then I 

will have your decision as to whether you are ready to take on what I ask of you."  

Yamada was more than a little taken aback by his directness. Not that he didn’t have the authority to be 

direct, just that Yamada wasn’t used to it from him. Then again, he didn’t have that much alone time 

with the lord of the Tatsukihei. "Thank you, Ryuujin-Sama. I can say with certainty that..."  

He was cut off "Tah tah tah, Yamada-san. You will mourn until the end of the festival, and then I will 

have your decision."  

"Ryuujin-Sama," he stated, with a nod and half bow from the waist.  

Still leaning in, "…is he still sleeping," the lord whispered, half cocking his face and throwing a thumb 

over his shoulder, turning on his heel, "Ichi! You big, overgrown... Wake Up!" His big eye flickered, and 

then slowly opened. The Dragon stretched and started to rouse. "Yamada-Sensei, the depths of my spirit 

are with you. Always remember, her spirit awaits. We will take light to the sky in her honor at the close 

of the festivals. Take good care, Yamada-san. Oh, and Yamada-San, the Dragons' offer remains open to 

you." He couldn't quite find what he needed to be able to answer him. Yamada was stunned by the 

master's final words, but he stood, arms by his side, and bowed at the waist, lowering his tear-filled eyes. 

It was just enough that he couldn’t see the man and his Dragon take their leave. Whether they walked, or 

he rode would remain a mystery. Yamada stood for a moment alone before rejoining his guests. He 

noticed how the lights from the festival had the not so distant horizon still aglow.  

Again inside, Yamada joined his students. He spoke a toast to Ginjiro and to the festivals. Then, "Forgive 

me, I had completely forgotten! What updates from the game fields do you all bring?" asked Yamada.  

As Sempai, Koichi spoke. "Sensei, we are sorry that you have not been informed that the games have 

been cancelled out of respect for Lady Masuyo. Ryuujin-Sama's personal request."  

He took a moment. Why hadn't he mentioned it? he thought. "So let it be settled then. Our training will 

begin with our very own games, boys. Kampai."  
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In unison, they returned: "KAMPAI!" 

❖ 

The day was a whirlwind, but the second night was not any easier without Masuyo. He loved her so and 

missed her fiercely. The child woke at all hours and Yamada felt helpless. Every time Tatsuya woke, he 

could not himself help but to get out of bed and make sure everything was appropriately tended. There 

was something of an almost guilt he felt that she could not be with Tatsuya. He thought of the festival, 

of the ceremony he and Ryuujin had discussed, and of the Dragon. He thought intently on both of 

Ryuujin's offers. He thought mostly of Masuyo. For in times of darkness, the familiar guides. He allowed 

Nanako, the caretaker, her privacy while feeding the boy, but then enjoyed the moments alone with him, 

afterwards, rocking him to sleep until he himself finally fell. 

❖ 

Another day break came and went and Tatsuya's third day was no different than the last. Many visitors 

came and left. Yamada wanted for the kind of reprieve that his students brought to him. The funny thing 

about the well-wishers, though, was their almost naive tendency to keep fresh the wounds that most 

needed tending, even if their intentions were otherwise. Yamada could not say enough for his house 

staff's ability to rescue him at exactly the right time. When he needed a break, they knew it, and it was 

not much longer before a meal was ready, or the baby needed his attention, or some important decision 

needed to be made, pulling him away for the moment. Yamada much appreciated and acknowledged 

their support over those few difficult days. Finally, it was decided that four more days would be 

insufferable, and if he were to endure the mourning with any strength left to bear the trials of his 

students, he would need a break. Perhaps a trip to the festival grounds was finally in order. His staff could 

certainly help make that happen. It was tempting. He was not quite ready to leave Tatsuya without his 

protection, and three days was still too soon to take him, he felt, to the throngs of thousands at the 

festival grounds. He felt trapped by such thinking now. 

The fourth day break came and left. For that passing night, sleep was a little better, but still he allowed 

interruption. On the day that followed, he saw to more time with his thoughts and with his son. Yamada 

was certain by then that he had seen everyone that needed to be seen, with the exception of a few 

closest to him. Regardless, he had not been out of the house since he met with Ryuujin-Sama the night 

before last. It wasn’t long before he realized that it was quiet and that he wasn’t being called on to receive 

guests on behalf of his Masuyo. He checked in on his son, who had just finished a big morning feeding. 

Perfect, he thought, and with little further ado, they were out the front door. 

The front walk was shaded by blood maple trees that bordered both sides. Cradling his the boy in the 

crook of his arm, he climbed up the retaining wall for a closer look. He loved to admire the deep red 

color. Up ahead, towards the gate, there stood a great sakura on either side of the stone walk, but they 

weren’t in bloom during the later seasons. Tatsuya was contented and cooing. Yamada chuckled to see 

him taking in every bit of color, eyes wide open and wandering. The boy seemed so comforted by the 
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cool breeze, as he himself was. For the better part of an hour they meandered up and down the front 

pathway before looping around to the gardens out back.  

Sometimes Yamada forgot how beautiful his gardens were. This was a favorite place of Masuyo. In fact, 

he rebuilt them for her when they came back to the north from Ryoku. The house bordered the garden 

on one side and to the east, north, and west it was bordered by sturdy oaks. Scattered around the 

perimeters were bright exotic flower beds, and the whole land was studded with fruit trees. From certain 

vantages, it appeared that much of the centeral garden was made entirely of water; a clever design, 

because it was really only about half. There were large stepping stones, submerged, but appearing to 

float, that led all the way back to a circular wooden gazebo at the far and northern end. Halfway 

between the gate and the gazebo stood a wooden bridge over the narrowest neck of the pond. The bridge 

was tall enough over the water that Yamada could walk the length of the floating stone pathway without 

ducking his head. It rose with such steep angles that its reflection appeared, from the house, to create a 

perfect circle. Traversing it was more like climbing a ladder, at first, than crossing a foot bridge, but 

standing upon its highest point gave the best view of the gardens, and was a favorite spot of Masuyo. 

Spotting the pond were a few short piles of rocks that held stone lanterns of various sizes.  

He remembered the evening that he first presented the garden to Lady Masuyo and the images hit him 

like a thunder bolt. It was the end of the winter and was just after dusk. Snow fell, but not more than 

that of a soft breeze rustling loose freed sakura blossoms from their branches. Ken'ichi waited outside to 

make sure that everything was perfect. He was accompanied by four others. Two musicians were 

arranged for and were set at the far end, inside the gazebo. At night, they would be out of view. There 

was a young woman, robed in a black kimono with white hakama and a slightly older man, dressed the 

same. The man carried the traditional double set of pan flutes that accompanied riders going to battle 

while the woman tuned her shamisen. Together, their music could tell the vibrant tales of great 

campaigns, or could sweetly rouse the tears of fond emotions, or could be so stirring as to summon 

spirits. That evening, they painted lush textures of romantic abstraction, whose memory brought a tingle 

to the back of his neck. The third man walked the floating stones under the bridge and towards the 

musicians. Along the way, he carefully lit and placed flames into each floating lantern. Occassionally, one 

of the giant koi reflected light and then disappeared back into the black. The fourth was Masuyo's closest 

handmaiden, waiting at the door, ready to step inside to call upon her. Yamada saw it as if it were 

happening in front of him. Every last detail he could remember he told to Tatsuya: how the snow ever so 

gently drifted with the music, how the glowing lanterns cast patches of warm reflection across the still, 

black, glassy pond, and how the door panels slid apart. The light of the moon alone revealed an elegant 

yet demure Lady Masuyo. He turned back so he could present her to Tatsuya. For a sweet moment while 

the door panels parted, his heart sank and he caught himself having anticipated her there. But she did not 

step out, she was not there, she would not ever be there, and the reality of that came crashing back. 

Perhaps even more so when the very same handmaiden stepped out into the gardens. 

"Ah, Hana-San. A pleasure. And how are you this morning?" he said, realizing he’d not spoken with her 

since Masuyo's passing, though not purposefully. Perhaps she had been making herself scarce, and he 

envied her ability to do so. Hana was slightly taller than Masuyo, and her face was very pretty. Her long 

silky hair was gathered in the back, but was otherwise unadorned. Her robes were simple, dark in color, 

but they hugged her slender figure. Large brown eyes wore the strain of a difficult few days and they 
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struggled to adjust to the amount of sunlight reflecting from the pond. She did, however, look surprised 

when she saw him out there, as if she was seeking the solitude of the gardens, but committed to stepping 

through the doorway.  

"Come, walk with us."  

"Yamada-Sensei" she nodded, hands folded in front, submitting to his simple request. She offered with a 

gesture, and Yamada allowed her to take Tatsuya.  

They walked one of the stone paths on the perimeter of the pond, the one that lead towards the bridge. 

"Hana-san, I am sure that you knew more than anyone how deeply I cared for Masuyo. I can tell you that 

I know you loved and cared for her as deeply as she did you. I am truly sorry." Their silence was more 

sentimental than tense. They walked in each other's company. 

After some small talk and some admiration for the sprawling gardens and ponds, the door panels slid 

open again and it was time for Tatsuya's next feeding. The baby was nodding off, so Yamada did not raise 

his voice. He stood somewhat at attention and waved the caretaker forward. Nanako and Hana 

exchanged curtsies and then Hana handed across the child before Yamada asked for a moment to speak 

with her in private. 

"Hana-san, since Masuyo-San's passing, I have thought much on the matter of what may come and have 

decided it best to remain here in Onidara. I plan to begin with the next class in the coming year. You 

understand best that this will take me away from Tatsuya more often than I care to admit. It would put 

my mind at ease, and would honor me greatly if you would stay with us and help to raise the boy. 

Masuyo always spoke highly of the role that you would play in this child's life."  

Very politely, with little change in her expression, Hana answered, "Sensei, it would be an honor for me 

to continue to serve the Yamada household."  

He had always personally known that Hana-san; the one who spoke through a formal veil, never speaking 

her true intentions in front of the ‘Sensei’. She was cut from the same silk of the refined women of the 

prefectures, and would have made a fine wife of one of the Shōgun’s Senshin. In fact, she gave up that 

life to flee to Onidara with Yamada and Masuyo. Many of those men preferred those women. Not 

Yamada, though. Perhaps it was that his roots were laid in the mountain soil of Onidara, where the 

women spoke freely amongst men. Perhaps it was that the same was true for Masuyo. But he knew that 

Hana had it in her to be held against her will by him and he desperately hoped that this was not the case. 

What else was he to do? Guilt conflicted him, but he would make certain to take care of Hana and treat 

her more as family than staff. She could, after all, at seventeen, have been his daughter, though he still 

stood at only four harvests before forty. He owed her at least that. 

Yamada spent what must have been hours in his gardens - with his thoughts, and with her spirit - most 

of which he spent alone after Hana-san retired to her renewed home. Yamada knew exactly which 

boards creaked as he set foot onto the gazebo, exactly which trees Masuyo admired most, and the exact 

amount of warmth soaked in by the hand rail on the bridge by the mid day's sun. All were familiar. The 

sun now faded. It was about time for dinner, which was precisely the time when he started to smell the 

meal wafting from his home. On his way through the door, he made a point to have Hana invited to join 
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him in the main room to discuss plans for the next few days. Having had a wonderful day with Tatsuya 

as well as a wonderful day with Hana, he felt confident in the boy's care taking enough to have an 

uninterrupted night of sleep. Uninterrupted even by dreams. 

❖ 

Over the next several days, Yamada-Sensei regained some of his energy and met with a few guests each 

day, with enough time in between to enjoy the company of his boy. He even had a brief meeting with 

his great uncle and family elder Katashi Yamada, one of those closest to him that until her death, 

remained unseen. Yamada-Sama spoke freely, as a family elder often would in those times, in those parts, 

of how he should search for a wife to properly care for the child and how he should grovel all the way 

back to the capital to regain his old post. A conversation in which ‘Ken'ichi-san’ had little interest, but he 

upheld all of the pleasantries and hospitality he could. By then, though, the meeting was a memory that 

he was not at all disappointed to let go of. The day was the seventh of the Harvest Fire festival and the 

one on which Lady Masuyo would be honored. 

Yamada took his time dressing after his first hot bath since the festivals began. He robed in his black 

silken kimono that was adorned over the left shoulder with a stitched outline of a silver silken dragon. 

The robe wore the Yamada family kamon in silver on the front of each shoulder and on the backs of 

both the elbows and the neck. Over his dress robe, he wore his black wool hakama, white silk tabi, and 

black lacquered wooden sandals. The white cord that wrapped his top knot was replaced by a silver cord 

that he took from one of Masuyo's robes. Also, he wore the traditional three blades of the Yoronojin 

warrior class, upon whose ranks he was still held. As a final adornment, Yamada-Sensei slung the 

nineteen-arrowed quiver over the stitched Dragon on his left shoulder. More than any day since his 

return, he felt like nobility; he felt like Senshin. The title of Onidaran Sensei carried much more weight, 

especially in the north, but the title of Senshin carried its own awe and romantic ideal. Yamada was the 

only man to ever achieve both distinctions in one lifetime, and he wore them both very well. 

Fully dressed, ceremoniously armed, and having said his last goodbye to Tatsuya, Yamada accompanied 

Lady Masuyo's mortal remains towards the site of the fading harvest flames. Masuyo's body lay, veiled in 

white opaque silk, within a processional norimono. That particular palanquin allowed her embalmed clay 

to lie flat. The vessel bore two thick beams over top that allowed four men to carry, two on either side. 

They walked on foot the full distance, allowing the lady one final stroll through the village and to the 

festival grounds. Dusk approached adding to the somber palate of the early evening's autumnal air. The 

walk was longer than he recalled, especially since he wasn’t on horseback. But when they reached the 

festival grounds, the procession was greeted by what would have rivaled an army of thousands. Much of 

the Onidara was gathering; more than the sum of every festival he attended since he was a boy. As they 

reached the edge of the crowds, in waves they gently, respectfully bowed and began to gently, 

respectfully part so Masuyo could be ushered to the center, where the Harvest Fire lay, dwindling, but 

ready. 

Walking through the parting crowd, Yamada took care to recognize as many faces as he could, many of 

which he had welcomed into his home over the past week. The closer he got to the inner circle, the 

darker the night sky grew, but in return, the more illuminated the faces were by the fire. Upon the inner-
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most circle stood his students, on foot, all, including Takeshi and Ginjiro, dressed formally as they were 

in his home some five days before. Had it really been that long? he asked himself. All bore empty quivers 

save one. As the norimono was placed gently to the ground beside both the once great bonfire and the 

built funerary pyre, the one broke rank, stepping towards his Sensei. Takeshi was the man amongst the 

students that Yamada most respected. Takeshi un-quivered the ya, dressed from a golden eagle, held it in 

his right fist, mid-shaft, and thrust it in an outstretched hand towards his master without bowing. From 

any other student under any other circumstance, it would have been a sign of deep disrespect, defiance, 

even. Yamada-Sensei knew Takeshi's frustration to be seated deeply in another place. He did, however, 

finally bow at the waist and evoke an amplified "Yamada-Sensei!" He stood, bowed for a long moment.  

When his eyes rose up, Yamada could see reflected flame staring through tears that his student was 

struggling to hold. It struck the Sensei. Yamada was correct, his closest student truly had not known. 

"Takeshi-san, arigato" was all he replied at this time and with a smile, he closed his eyes and nodded 

before placing a firm hand on his student’s shoulder front. 

A Dragon-less Ryuujin-Sama stood nearest the fire. He was dressed in the ornate black, silver, and red 

armor of his exalted position of Dragon Lord of Onidara and General of the Tatsukihei. A copper and 

jade dressed tachi hung by his side. His presence was far more commanding than his stature. In the dark 

of night and flickering orange flame, he looked ominous, almost demon-like. He stepped forward to share 

a word of sincerity with Yamada-Sensei that was audible to no one else. As they were speaking, four of 

Yamada's students took their posts by the side of Masuyo's palanquin: Keiji, Toshi, Izumi, and Saburo. 

Yamada must not have seen them because he was startled when Ryuujin-Sama called his kiai, and they 

thundered their response as they lifted. Four others, whom Yamada-Sensei did not recognize, stepped 

forth to move the pyre into place over the flickering last flames of the Harvest Fire. Following in turn, 

the four that carried Masuyo stepped forward, resting her in place atop the spirit of the great harvest. 

Each slid back and away, dropping to one knee and then the other, bowing fully at last, spaced at four 

corners around the fire. The ceremony had begun. 

Yamada-Sensei stood at attention as the fire intensified, oblivious to the shuffling that erupted 

completely across the more than ten thousand now gathered. Twenty arrows stood, dug point down into 

the ground in a straight line in front of the pyre. Takeshi led the group, followed by Koichi, then Ginjiro 

and the rest. Each in turn raised an arrow up out of the earth and plunged the tip into the flame, creating 

twenty torch bearing ushers. The torch bearers stepped nearer the crowd and passed the fire along to the 

closest ring of onlookers, who in turn passed the flame along behind them. Yamada stood in the center, 

humbled as the fire spread in a wave outward as far as he could see. He was not sure if this was intended, 

but it made him feel small. Not insignificant, but as if in the presence of the heavens. Before then, never 

had he experienced what could only be described as a monumental and collective spiritual awareness. At 

the most heightened of sensitivities, Ryuujin presented Yamada-Sensei with a white paper lantern, 

walled on four sides with a closed top, with Masuyo's name brushed in red ink. The flame inside was lit 

and the lantern began to glow, as had the ten thousand red lanterns in the hands of the ten thousand 

attendees. He knew what he needed to do. Yamada-Sensei let go. The white lantern floated up and out 

of his hands as it lit the way for her spirit as they rose towards the heavens together. The crowd released 

their lanterns, but not all at once. Gradually, over a long few minutes or more they floated up. The effect 

was an endless sea of glowing red orbs gently rising up into the black night's sky. Yamada's breath was 
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taken as a tear streamed down his face. He was caught entirely unprepared by the sheer beauty and 

complexity of the thought that it was for his beloved, and that he could think of no other he would want 

to share it with. The glow set the night sky on fire. There was no better way to honor the beauty of her 

spirit. Just one week ago, Ken'ichi Yamada knew that the whole village would join him and together 

they would celebrate. This far exceeded his expectation. As the last lanterns rose, the crowd stood in 

awe as they honored her as one of their own. 
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Chapter Three - A Fortunate Little Accident 
 

unning with as much intensity that his five year, nine month little legs could handle, Michio's 

wiry frame sped and hurtled forward almost angrily. His head pounded from exhaustion. His 

stomach churned from hunger and from pursuit. Rather, from being hunted. His pursuer was 

fierce and was on his tail. Faster and faster. Quickly he hopped and changed direction. Faster he 

ran. His young lungs huffed and his eyes stung from the burning, salty sweat. He set his teeth to 

anticipate the drop, and with a quick forward roll, he popped up to his feet, not missing a single step. 

Keeping the momentum, he dug his hardest and moved faster. And then faster still...until, finally, 

whoosh! An abrupt and turbulent wave of weightlessness took his breath and orientation as he hit the 

ledge and then leapt, at full tilt, away from the rooftop. Michio's legs had no choice but to run, midair, as 

he exploded out over the stone path below. Time stood still as he flailed. Fighting for calm, he reset to 

moments before and being chased down the path below, the one he was hoping wouldn’t be too unkind 

when next they met. In a flash, he knew what he needed. The fast approaching ledge was not as tall as 

the last one, but it didn't matter because the gap was too far to cross. Across the alley there hung a series 

of awnings that kept the mid-morning sun off the backs of fish peddlers. As the excitement and the 

awning rose, he felt the pressure building in his jaw and all but burst with fear. At the latest possible 

moment, he glanced back and caught the grimace on his pursuers face. He braced for impact. 

As he hit the awning, upside down and on his shoulders, the slack in the fabric drew taut and at once, 

the frame collapsed leaving Michio atop a moving pile of awning covered mackerel and monger. Michio, 

the peddler, and the mackerel all fought to break free. The crash attracted some unwanted attention. 

With a little luck and a bit of advantage, Michio was out first and staggering away from what was 

shaping up to be quite an amusing scene. His scene was set right in front of the proper entrance to 

whatever he just jumped off of, so maybe he'd finally lost his pursuer. He slipped into a dank alleyway, 

hopefully unnoticed, a little sore, but ready to reach down to find the will to sprint if the need presented. 

Michio found that the alley didn’t provide much in the way of hiding places. There was one way in, one 

way out, and surprisingly, unlike almost every other place on that island, almost no clutter. Never before 

had an almost six year old had such a problem with the cleanliness of an alley. There was comfort in the 

diversion he’d created, though, and in the narrowness of the corridor, but he may have attracted at least 

one more pursuer. At least from the second he hadn't stolen something. It was an honest mistake. And a 

cheap awning. Perhaps he could reason with the fish monger. Perhaps later, of course. 

The one way out of the alley led Michio straight to the docks where the traders loaded and unloaded 

their bounties. It made sense to Michio that the markets, especially the fish tables, were so close to the 

water. Some of the more eager traders conducted business right out of their boats. He'd heard those 

traders referred, mostly by his father, and a few of the local fishers, as pirates, scoundrels. They prefer 

those docks on the northern west coast because, of the two ports on Minato, that one was used more for 

local trade jumps and resupplying. In those waters, they could come and go without raising much notice. 

It was, so he was told, nothing in comparison to the port that jumps the prefectures. There were many 

R 
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boats. Judging by the size of the ships and the reputation of the pirates, he knew he'd better not try 

boarding one. The hazy, early autumn sun bounced back at Michio from the calmer waters beyond the 

docks, flickering between the vessels. The sea spray gave temporary reprieve, but he didn't dare close his 

eyes long enough to enjoy it. It wouldn't be long. And at that time of day, there weren’t many people to 

disappear amongst. Michio knew for certain he would stand out against a backdrop of the pirates and 

scoundrels that dwindled, especially to the man on his tail. Understanding the need to either flee while 

luck favored or learn quickly to hide in plain sight, he jogged forward. 

As he ran past a small junk boat, there was a squabble going on over some small pile of trinkets. As silly 

as it seemed to the boy, it was getting heated. Michio was taught to listen and to pay close attention to 

his surroundings. At one instant, he could hear his own breath and the scuffing of his own feet against the 

weathered wooden planks, the next moment, a full on flailing pirate struggle, and then back. It was, 

ironically, eye opening to learn that he could focus his hearing. Proud of his accomplishment, he laughed 

with excitement, but he lowered his guard. He listened again. Everything came rushing back: his breath, 

the boats creaking and jumbling against the docks, waves crashing, some light foot traffic, a pirate 

argument, and lastly, the faint and frequent scuffles of a full out sprint...not far behind. Gasping, wide 

eyed, and nearing the rocky beach, he took off towards the nearest alley. A deserted beach wouldn’t 

bring an easy escape. The boy looked back briefly and his eyes fixed on the reaching hand that was inches 

from his face. He tried not to panic. With a snap he changed directions, breaking for the alleyway and 

back into the market’s streets. That passage was completely blocked off. Michio could climb well, but 

he'd certainly be caught. He jumped for the piles of crates and netting that cluttered the out-of-

commission corridor and pulled with everything he had. Paying close attention to his timing, he found 

himself opposite a pile of clutter that was tactfully placed at the feet of his hunter. Just enough came 

down to trip him up so Michio could gain back a few steps. He bolted, not caring for the burning in his 

legs and the fatigue creeping back into his lungs, making way for that rocky beach ahead. 

A few steps more and he met the end of the last building. Then it was an open sprint. His only chance 

was to make it clear across the beach first, and then climb the rocks to where the woods began. For sure, 

he could hide in the forest. With new found wind he set on, but in a moment of crashing relief, Michio 

spotted a small but blinding little reflection and he knew just what it was. It was as if he'd been looking 

for it for days and had started to expect he wasn't going to ever find it. Between the end of the docks and 

the beginning of the beach there stood a shrine to the water deity that the traders had constructed some 

untold generations ago, paying respects in hope for the return of safe and prosperous jumps. The statue 

was of a figure of a man holding a staff upright with a lantern hanging at his side. The man stood tall atop 

a stone base that gave him great vantage over launching and landing vessels. Michio’s target was a small, 

glinting metal bell that had been tied around the lantern hand of the patron of the trader's bays by a red 

cord. Michio realized, in his elation, that he had slowed to a jog and the now unmasked sprint of his 

chaser grew wild. Michio sprang forward. It was a footrace. The young prey made it to the statue, 

hopped quickly up the base, turned around, and with a mocking chuckle and a sigh, flicked the bell, 

finding comfort in its jingle. 

Meizu Endo came to a heaving-chested, sliding halt on the gravel and sand that was peppered across the 

last bit of stone path along the dock's edge. With a smile, he called out "I almost got you that time, 

Michio!"  
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"No you didn’t, Father! I did it this time!" He popped down and leapt into his father’s arms, melting with 

relief as they both broke out into a brisk and winded laugh.  

"Well...where is it? How did you do?" Meizu asked, clearly excited.  

"I told you, Father, I had this one the whole time." Michio reached for a small pouch tied to his belt 

cords. When he opened it he smirked. Reaching inside, he tossed a small, speckled, seemingly unbroken 

quail egg up in the air and caught it in front of his face.  

"But...but you went off of a roof! And that business before at the bath houses...not a single crack? Is that a 

different egg?!"  

"No, Father!" he answered with conviction and pride for what he'd accomplished. "See, there's the mark 

you made."  

"Well I can see that your retreat training is coming along. Next time, though, we work on the lift. I 

would not have been as close today if I didn't feel you lift it. Much work we still have, my friend, much 

work, but you make me very proud."  

Michio's heart sank a little at the criticism. But I'm only six! was a mature thought, indeed, and he was 

beginning to have it more often. He reached up to untie the little bell when Meizu called out  

"Leave it. We’ll come back for it on our way back home. We have a fish Monger to settle with. I'm 

hungry, anyway, you?" Michio looked up in disbelief. Not that he thought he shouldn't have to own his 

actions, and in that case, mistakes, just that he felt a little uneasy with being forced into any 

confrontation. "All part of your training, Michio." 

As they walked back towards the docks, Meizu gave his son a few pointers on controlling his breath. 

Michio decided not to tell his father what he had learned about controlling his hearing. He would have to 

think of a clever way to show him...maybe it would provide useful in one of his coming lessons. 

❖ 

They reached the fish tables just before normal quitting time for the mongers. One monger in particular 

had already packed and gone home for the night. The sun passed its highest peak, still throwing light, but 

only lingering warmth at best. "Tomorrow morning, then, Michio, you understand?" He understood 

perfectly clear. His father wouldn't be around tomorrow, or for the few days after. He’d have a jump first 

thing in the morning, which was partly why that day's training covered so much ground. The boy also 

preferred the thought that he could approach the awning-less fish man on his own terms. Doing so under 

the thumb of his father would only serve to savagely belittle him. Meizu trusted his son to do the right 

thing. "I will leave you enough money to pay for part of the awning. If you need to work off the rest, let 

it be so. When I return three days after tomorrow, I think I will be hungry for some fresh blue jack, and I 

tend to prefer it on the not-so-sunbaked side." Michio nodded. "Now, what would you like for dinner?"  

For the second time, Michio was accompanied to the dock's edge with his father, but under much 

different circumstances, and with more fresh fish in hand. There were many more boats in. In fact, every 
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dock and mooring was now occupied. All told, Michio assumed that there were somewhere between 

thirty and forty boats docked. For that small of a marina, he was amazed at how many could make port 

at once. "It looks like those two settled their differences, Michio" said Meizu as he waved his head in the 

general direction of the battling scoundrels from earlier. The two sat together in the boat, singing songs 

from the sea, and swigging heartily from a bottle of what seemed to be the official drink of the traders, 

unfiltered yam shochu. Michio's father doesn't recall the night that he let him try a sip, so mentioning it 

was a little bit of a touchy subject. Michio remembered it quite well, and to himself. The boy recalled 

how it tasted of sweet potatoes and demon's piss. He couldn't even swallow the tiny bit he tasted, even if 

he wanted. It was so potent that it vaporized right off of his mouth, leaving a gritty, yammy burn that he 

did not quite understand, let alone burst out into song from. Apparently, though, it caused some to make 

amends and sing with one another, so there was clearly a power there. Maybe that could be useful one 

day, too. 

"Alright, Michio, go get your bell and I’ll start a fire on the beach." Dusk was upon them and the beach 

was just as deserted as it was earlier. Except...from atop his perch he saw someone that was surely not 

there before. Where did he come from? Michio wondered, half out loud. Michio watched him for a few 

moments, studying the way he moved, in awe of how smoothly he glided out from the gravelly beach. By 

the time Michio had untied the red cord and paid his blessings to the water deity, Meizu had a small fire 

snapping. When they were in town, he didn't realize that his father had stowed a small bag of supplies 

with one of the fishmen. It contained all the makings of a humble dinner by the sea: a ration of rice 

packed into a small earthen, lidded pot for congee, a wooden ladle and two small bowls, also for congee, 

and two gourd bottles, one filled with clean water and the other filled with what Michio assumed was 

gritty, yammy, demon's piss. His suspicions were correct. He could smell it as soon as the cork came out. 

Oddly, he rather favored the sweet and minerally aroma. Michio took a healthy glug from his own bottle, 

and helped his father harvest some fresh seaweed for the rice. 

While they were at the fish tables, Michio picked out some cuttlefish, which was his favorite. It would’t 

be long before that fresh, sweet-sea scented, briny big squid would begin to char just so as it crackled and 

hissed in the open flame. His mouth began to water. He decided to lie back on the rocks and rest for a 

few moments. The first bits of night had just fallen and were shuffling out the last rays of the sun for 

their place in the sky. Michio watched, breathing, appreciating every hue and in awe at the sweeping 

changes. He lost track of time, but it must not have been that long, because dinner was served.  

"Eat up, you had a hard day today," but he needed no convincing. In between chunks of cuttlefish and 

slurps of congee, he asked politely  

"Father, what is that floating man doing out there?" Out on the water was the silhouette of the old frail 

man he had seen before, and a skiff about three meters long, but not very wide. He gently pushed his 

boat around with a long bamboo pole against the bottom of the water. The old man wore a floppy straw 

hat and was accompanied by a bird perched on the upturned aft of his boat, wings spread out. When he 

would turn, the length of his long whispy beard helped to stretch his profile. From the front of his craft, 

there was a small curved pole from which hung a lantern that burned faintly against the night sky. The 

glow was just enough to see the ripples created by the bow as it sliced forward through the calm waters.  

His father chuckled "Who, the odd fisher?"  
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"The old fisher?" Michio replied.  

"No, well, I guess, yes, he is old...actually, he's very old. I said that odd fisher. You see, he is fishing."  

To which Michio replied "Oh. Fishing. It sounds like he is singing the same kind of tales that those 

pirates were singing."  

With a laugh "you might be right" Meizu said. "Somewhere along the way, he picked up the name the 

odd fisher. I don't know of anyone that knows his real name. He’s sort of a legend, though. On some of 

my farthest jumps, even, people ask about him when they find out that I'm from here. Always the same 

questions. What's his name? What's his story? Where's his other bird? These are questions that I cannot 

answer, but I learn a little bit more about his story each time someone mentions him. Maybe someday I 

will tell you..." raising his voice playfully. 

"Oh come on Father, tell me! I didn't break the egg today!"  

"Oh? I guess you’re correct. This is a special day, and one that I hope you will remember for a long time." 

Giving the odd fisher his due respect, "The old fisher of Minato Island is a cormorant fisher. Do you see 

that bird? That is a cormorant. They are very keen fishers, cormorants. They act together almost like a 

team. The old fisher will use the light of his lantern to find the fish. Notice that he is not moving very 

fast, that is so the fish do not startle. When he is ready, the bird will perch at the end of his long bamboo 

pole, and he will reach it out over the water, and the bird will grab the fish in its beak...watch carefully 

now..." In amazement, Michio watched as the old man's bird caught a fish, and another, and another after 

that. "Do you not see why people call him the odd fisher?" Meizu asked.  

"Because he fishes with birds?" he asked.  

With a chuckle "Ha ha, no, well not just that. Actually, this is a very sacred tradition. There are hundreds 

of cormorant fishmen out past the eastern docks. They call it Cormorant Bay, you know. But only one 

here... Don't you find it odd that he collects no fish?" 

 "Oh, yeah" Michio replied, "but Father, why not?"  

"Well that's the question, really. No one knows. I mean, of course we know why, according to him. 

When people ask him, he always just says that his poor bird is hungry. He has no basin for collecting the 

fish; he just lets his bird eat them all! The other fishers pull in loads of the best fish. I will take you to see 

them one day. And do you know what else is strange? Every other cormorant fisher on Minato, and in 

the history of cormorant fishers in these parts fishes with two birds. It is even told that in other 

countries, some men fish with up to four birds. That's why the people ask."  

Michio, excited about the whole story, "Well has anyone ever asked why he only fishes one bird?"  

"Yes, of course! He says it's because the one is hungry enough." They sat and just watched the Old Fisher 

of Minato Island performing his craft, in servitude to his long-time companion, while singing songs about 

the sea, for it was a beautiful and harmonious sight to behold. 
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The walk home was quiet. The cicadas’ chirping and the earth crackling softly under their straw sandals 

were the only interruptions to the deafening silence. Michio asked his father about tomorrow's jump. His 

father's curious delay added a slight layer of tension to the already pounding quiet. "We are jumping to 

the other islands. It's a quick day trip, but we go out through the eastern docks, which is almost a full day 

by boat from here." He already saw the excitement in Michio's eyes. "I know. You want to see the 

fishers. We will go soon, but for now I need you to make sure you take care of that awning. We don't 

need to draw any more attention to ourselves, or lose the favor of the traders, they have been very good 

to us." With a tinge of self-kept disappointment, Michio nodded and quietly agreed to his father's 

requests. 

❖ 

When they arrived home, Michio knew it was a little later than normal, or perhaps than they'd expected, 

but he was pleased with the day he spent with his father. Some of his training days were harsh, and he 

fought hard to hear that he made his father proud.  

Their home was secluded away from the market area of the northern west coast of the island. There 

were plenty of trees, many fruit bearing, but it was by no means forested. Michio had spent enough time 

in the proper villages with his father to know that their house was not of the styles common amongst 

Minatoan dwellings. When they worked together outside, pruning the trees or manicuring the landscape, 

Meizu often spoke about how he erected the wooden hull, how he shaped the roof and framed the rest 

with bamboo, and finally how he mudded in the walls with clay. The hardest part, Meizu recalled, was 

tying the bundled thatch just right so that it didn’t leak. Michio took a moment to look a little keener 

upon the perfectly woven lines in the moonlight before stepping inside. He wondered if he would ever 

be able to do that. Not only was he proud of his father, he realized that he had a long road ahead, but he 

felt ready. If Meizu taught him anything it was that hard work was king. Meizu taught it and Michio was 

learning it the hard way. 

There was a small dirt floor just inside the entry way. Meizu's sandals sat neatly stacked, side-by-side in 

their cubby. Michio sat on the step and carefully untied his own, placing them in the cubby next to his 

father's. Careful not to touch his feet to the dirt floor, Michio swung up and set foot on the cool 

hardwood platform just outside the one main room. Before he could close the door behind him, the 

sweet sandalwood aroma of a lit stick of incense found him. Meizu was sitting in seiza, meditating. 

Michio quietly joined. The nuances, so far, were not understood by him. It was hard to find the deep 

stillness his father sought. His father insisted on the benefits of guided breathing and how much it 

relaxed him before bed, but the boy could never completely quiet his mind. Quietly, content, he waited.  

When his father was away on jumps, Michio did not bother to meditate. He did, however, look very 

much forward to practicing the daily kata that they performed. Many times he found himself practicing 

the kata outside. The churning and swelling of his center was magnified when he balanced on logs, 

stumps, boulders and other things of such nature. Like his hearing, this was something that Michio kept 

to himself. To Michio, kata was his meditation, his quiet, his center. His father often told him that he 

would not truly find center until he could quiet his mind, but with most night's kata, he felt a spiritual 
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mindedness: his body, his mind, and his breath became like one. But when he was alone, his spirit would 

explode outward like water rushing over the falls.  

When it was time to begin, Michio followed his father. They bowed deeply to the small shrine where 

the stick of incense was ash and where it's waning curls of earthy aroma clung to life, dancing to the 

honor of the Elders. 

Father and son rose in unison, silent. Standing, they bowed to the shrine and clapped one time. They 

turned to face one another and bowed at the waist. Just as his father taught him, Michio did not break 

eye contact. He remembered being slapped on the top of his head. Not hard, just enough to make a 

point. "Never lose a man's eyes. Out of respect. Respect for your companions, a deeper respect for your 

elders, and the most sincere respect for your enemies." Michio always wondered about that last one. The 

most sincere respect for your enemies. With another clap, they turned to face the shrine. Michio slowly 

lowered his eye lids and allowed his spirit to flow through him, guiding him through a series of supple, 

gliding forms. His mind focused on the shifting balance and his hearing focused on the shuffling of his 

father’s movement on the tatami and the rustling of his own robes. Michio had a warm swell of emotion 

in his belly and a surge of elation coursed through him. He became one with the movements of his body 

and became mindful of the breath that bled through him. It was a state he would only know in 

retrospect. Reality crashed back with a clapping of his hands that echoed perfectly against his father's. 

Quietly, they bowed to one another, and to the shrine, and then separated to get ready to retire for the 

night. Meizu first broke silence. "Please don't forget the awning, Michio. We do not want to overstay our 

welcome."  

"I won't forget, Father. I'll go right away in the morning.”  

"Good boy, Michio. Good night." It seemed like Meizu was lightly snoring moments after wishing his son 

a good night. Either Michio had the upper hand in having energy to train as hard as they did that day or 

his father had the upper hand in terms of summoning a mighty slumber. Perhaps both.  

Michio lay awake for what seemed like hours with the excitement from the day still pumping through 

his mind. He replayed things in his head like waking up alone, the note, scouring the market place, finally 

spotting his father, following him, stalking him, row after row, and the anxious feelings that accompanied 

being seen by his target, or worse, looking suspicious to everyone else. He remembered what the 

humiliation of being caught by his father used to feel like..."There you are, Michio! I've been looking for 

you everywhere," his father would pretend as he announced the end of that day's trainings not to Michio, 

but to the market crowd. He remembered how fearful that exchange made him because of what it 

would mean once they got back home. Not that day though. The emotions were his focus rather than 

the memories themselves. His heart began to thunder as he lay, he remembered the approach. He had to 

move quickly, but didn't know how to surprise a warrior that knew he was being watched. Let him 

come to me, he thought, and wedged between two of the merchants’ tables. He lowered and snuck back 

into the wall. He ducked under the table and crawled for what felt like forty tables ahead of his father, 

towards a convenient exit. His forehead beaded sweat as he brought back the excitement of his father 

approaching. While the crowd was bustling, he could listen in on his father's muffled and chuckling voice 

chatting with the trader that owned the table. It’s now or never!, he thought. When he reached up, he 
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gently removed a small animal skin satchel hanging from his father's belt. Even though his father said he 

felt the pick, he didn't let on at the time. He remembered a two or three count at best before an 

explosion in him gave way to flight. From then, he couldn't recall much before heading to the rooftops. 

What did he mean about the baths? he wondered. How long had he been chased? What else did he not 

remember? Could he learn to control it? Michio yawned, pondering his four days of freedom and all that 

he hoped to accomplish. He started his breath control meditation by closing his eyes, breathing slowly, 

and melting the tension from his toes on up. 

❖ 

For the second day in a row, young Michio woke up in the small, one room cottage alone. That day, he 

enjoyed the warmth of his blankets for a little while longer and a little more carefree because he didn't 

have to jump up and hunt down his father. He was getting good. Even his nearly six year old self could 

tell that he was getting good. Though he had no idea why he needed to be good at such things, it was 

important to his father. Actually, Michio often thought about how his father must have been a truly 

great warrior. At the same time, he often thought about how little he knew about that part of his father's 

life. His father worked on the boats for hire, with the traders, as a guide, a tracker, and on occasion, as a 

bodyguard. A Yojimbo, he'd call it. "Sometimes the jumps get...complicated" he told young Michio. That 

same young Michio always hoped his father's next jump was a boring one because he worried. 

Otherwise, that morning, he laid thinking that he may be ready to see him in action. But, to keep his 

word, there was a man to see about an awning. Michio rolled out from the comfort and warmth and lit a 

stick of incense in prayer for his father's safe return.  

When Michio finished changing, he headed for the door and for his shoes. On the ledge, there was left a 

small, ceramic and lidded bowl, across the top of which sat a folded piece of rice paper. He knew what it 

was, and smirked. He opened it anyways to see if he left a note that time. Much to his surprise, there was 

a note in the wrappings, neatly folded around Michio's allowance. 

 

Here is the money to replace the awning, plus money for food until I get home. You made me proud. 
 

"But I thought...didn't he say only half? How much is an awning, anyways?" he asked as he plunged the 

wrapped coins into his robe. When he removed the lid of the bowl, there were three small speckled 

quail eggs. Michio took one out and spun it on the ledge, stopping it ever so delicately, yet quick. From 

the way it reacted, he knew that his father had taken the time to boil a few to leave for his breakfast. 

Another surprise. "Why did he not wake me?" Out the door and onto the stone path, Michio headed to 

town and to the markets. 

After more than an hour's walk through the pathless forest terrain, Michio approached the clearing of the 

trees near the coastal cliffs that he, in desperation, hoped to retreat towards the night before. Coming 

from home, he was atop the cliffs. He wasn’t really sure why he decided to walk that route, as opposed 

to the cart paths leading a more direct route back into town. Perhaps something from last night intrigued 

him. Michio had not spent much time on the beach and he didn’t know the cliffs as well as he wanted. 
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Should he wind up there with someone in pursuit, his best chance would be to know the terrain. Grim 

thoughts for an almost six year old, they were, but they were part of his training. Michio decided that 

over the next three days, he would spend time exploring so that he could be more prepared the next 

time he found himself at that line of coast. 

Past the clearing of trees, Michio was perhaps more delighted than startled to see what was ahead. On 

the cliff there was a flat stretch of dusty stone ledge roughly fifteen meters from the tree line to the 

precipice and easily three times as wide. Off towards the southern east crest was the far corner of the 

clearing, atop the steepest of the cliffs. The outcropping was no longer over beach, but sharp rocks on 

which waves were crashing. Close to the edge of that very outcropping, still at some distance away, was a 

small fire, still smoldering, and an old man lying on his side. His head was on his fist, elbow to the 

ground, and he was speaking casually with his bird. Michio crouched and shuffled back towards the tree 

line so he could bird watch for a little longer.  

As if planned, the moment Michio was under the cover of the brush, the old man called out "Boyo!" 

without lifting his head. In fact, Michio thought it odd for it didn't look like the man moved enough to 

call out. "Booooy oooh! Or should I call you cuttlefish?" No question that he was calling Michio. He 

gulped and shied back further. "Did you save my bird some cuttlefish, Cuttlefish? Come here, boyo. You 

haven't got all day!" Michio's feet carried him forward before he could think better of it. Something 

about the odd fisherman intrigued him. 

For the full duration of the short walk to the impromptu encampment, Michio was fairly certain that the 

odd fisherman whispered to his bird. His whispers were answered by cackling and interrupted by 

chuckles. First by the fisher then echoed by the bird. With dozens of questions churning through his 

mind, Michio was beaten to the punch on at least one of them: "He's too full to dry himself, the fire 

helps."  

Michio smiled and returned almost instantly. "What is his name?"  

The old man raised up off of his elbow and sat, cross-legged, grinning from ear to ear, revealing some 

spaces in his smile. "Oh ho, boyo!" he said as he slapped his two hands flat and lifted himself off of the 

ground to turn to face the cormorant. He leaned in to whisper to his bird, comically loud enough so that 

Michio could hear him. "Cuttlefish, here, asked what your name is, for a change... Huh? I know I know. 

Yes? I think he is the first one to ask your name. Well...?" The old man threw himself backwards, rolling 

back over his shoulder, and hopped up to his feet. Without hesitating, he removed his oversized straw 

hat, waved it across his body and spun fully around and landed, bowing at the waist. "My dear cuttlefish, 

I give to you Hiroyuki, the best fisher in these here waters. Oh, and boyo, with a tasty name like 

cuttlefish, you best be careful around him!" the old man found his own joke so funny he fell back onto 

his bottom, rolled to his back and let his legs flail as he held his belly. In an instant, and most definitely 

not on cue, he stopped laughing and rolled to his belly. Each arm rested on an elbow as his hands held up 

his chin. Still smiling, he said "I like your jokes, boyo!"  

"But sir, my name is Michio. Michio Endo" he said politely, as he bowed, keeping eye contact as his 

father trained him, but as the old man failed to do. Odd, he thought, because he had noted that even the 

traders, pirates, and other fishers on Minato respected that custom. He was certain that the man was his 
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elder, but it was to be revealed whether he would be a friend or an enemy. Yet...he did not think the old 

man lacked respect, but he couldn't quite put his finger on why...  

"Well Michio Michio Endo, that name is certainly not Cuttlefish." He stood briefly, brushed off the front 

of his dusty robe, not actually clearing any of the dust, and returned to his original on-side-and-one-

elbow position. "But it is a curious one for these parts, Cuttlefish. Almost as curious as Cuttlefish, if you 

ask old 'Yuki, here." Michio took a slight inhale, but before he could ask, the old man spoke "Uh. Uh. 

Too many questions. Fix your awning before I tell you why it's so curious. And as for my name, boyo, all 

in good time..." Michio stood baffled as the old man stood up, stomped out the fire, in straw sandals no 

less, and began to walk towards the tree line with his bamboo pole over his shoulder. With a whistle, 

Hiroyuki popped forward, bobbing his head as he took three bounces. He flew about as well as a chicken 

- perhaps because he was still so full - to land on the end of the bamboo pole that swayed behind the old 

man's head. Hiroyuki bobbed up and down with the rhythm of the old man's peppy foot work. He 

disappeared into the trees before the bird. A final echoing cackle worked its way back to Michio. 

"Hiroyuki fishes at dusk, Boyo. Bring some of that cuttlefish."  

Michio's jaw was open just slightly as he thought out loud "what just happened! How did he...? Why was 

he...?" He laughed half in disbelief, half amused at the exchange, and was overcome with a renewed sense 

of purpose for the training-free days that he would have before his father returned. 

❖ 

The docks were more alive that morning than they were the day before, and with half of the vessels 

already jumped off. Michio wondered which slip his father left from in the morning, still half expecting 

to see him on the way back to the fish tables. No such luck. Even though his training was harsh and his 

father could be unforgiving at times, he missed him on those, the days he was away. Training. His father 

always cautioned him to remember his training at all times and to be mindful of those pirates, those 

scoundrels. They didn't seem so bad to Michio, but he noticed himself checking his coin pouch a few 

extra times when he walked the length of the docks. Michio missed the alleyway a few times on 

purpose. Back and forth. Casually he walked. Not that he was afraid to confront, or more like it, be 

confronted about the awning, but for some strange reason, he thought he might still catch his father. 

Michio was still excited about his interaction with the strange old fisher and his bird and he wanted to 

share. After another twenty minutes or so, he knew his story would just have to wait, and maybe by 

then, he will have learned much more. Hopefully.  

Since he was not in so much a hurry as he was during his last trip through the fish tables, Michio wanted 

to enjoy it. After all, he liked very much spending time at all of Minato's marketplaces. He walked past 

the alley that he knew would take him directly to one awning-less mackerel monger, whose table just so 

happened to be at the near end of that particular run of tables. Michio walked back to the far end of the 

docks to start at the beginning.  

Michio never realized, but the sea side entrance to the market was actually quite beautiful, quite ornate, 

and at least on that morning, quite serene. He assumed that it was to serve as a beacon for the passers on 

the trade routes, because that was as remote a corner that an island could possibly have. There weren’t 
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moorings so far down. But the ocean view from the rocks was inspiring. The gateway was just as 

inspiring, towering more than eight meters all told. Nine across, even. The arch consisted of two round 

upright timbers, as round as two bark-stripped trees, weathered by the sea for what seemed to have been 

better than a hundred generations. Across the top sat two broad, proud beams. They were squarely 

dimensional unlike the uprights. The first sat straight while the higher of the two turned up at either end. 

In front of each pylon sat a hefty stone lantern, darkened with age and covered with patches of moss. 

The one on the right was the one that really caught Michio's eye. Atop the right-most lantern sat a 

bronze statuette that had covered itself over with a thick green and patchy grey patina, with a little help 

from the salt-brined air. But it was not so much the color as the content that intrigued him. Not just any 

fisher sat there. The old fisher. His old fisher. The exact statue was very interesting. It was an exact but 

smaller casting of the one from the beach last night; the one with the bell. Michio had seen the gate 

before, but never fully appreciated it. He didn’t think he had ever seen those lanterns, and he certainly 

never saw that statue before. Last night, it never occurred that the statue was of the old fisher, but the 

carvings across the stone lid of the lantern were of a featureless old man: same scraggly beard, same one 

bird, fishing in the same way. There was a story carved in an ancient script that Michio could not 

decipher. Although he was not yet even versed at reading and writing the communal script, he could 

recognize the symbols, and they were definitely something local. He wondered what story it told... 

Coincidentally, the statue of the old fisher pointed the way to the fish tables. The other statue, of a man 

on one knee holding a hammer, pointed its way towards the artisan tables and forges. The two 

marketways converged at one gate, but ultimately split off from the monument. Onward towards the 

start of the fish tables he walked. It was a good thing he was close because it was almost time for lunch. 

Surprisingly, the short stretch of wooded walk up to the market was secluded. Before he could see the 

tables or hear the crowd, he felt the blast of warmth. Just past the clearing of trees and right before the 

first peddler tables was a great wide fire pit, stoned in and around. The stone wall stood above the 

ground, but the cauldron was clearly dug in so the fire was much deeper than it first appeared. Several 

workers tended the flames. One in particular worked the bellows. Several others held long poles with 

speared tips. They were shirtless, but wore thick gloves to protect from the heat. At the end of their 

poles were whole king mackerel, mouth open, punched through and through. The weight of each eased 

the poles into a gentle curve. The workers walked circles around the pit, twirling the poles to evenly 

toast the fishes. They sang in time and walked with rhythm to keep their pace. King mackerel smelled 

irresistible broiled over an open flame, crisping in its own skin. Michio longed for just one cheek - 

anyone that has spent anytime living in a fishing village knew that the cheeks were the best parts. One 

final worker sat off to the side, watching, occasionally throwing a well-placed bucket of water across hot 

spots on the ground closest to the pit walker’s bare feet. The first fish table was nothing more than a filet 

counter from which their broiled catch was sold, whole or in portions. A giant knife was dug point down 

into the meat of the table waiting for the new batch to be ready. There was a line amassing. Several 

whole fish hung from a rail above the table by the lip. 

Michio was so caught up by the smell of the mackerel that he hadn't yet looked ahead to the marketway. 

It was alive! The wide strip was packed with patrons. Michio knew that during the hottest summer 

months, mainlanders spent time on Minato, biding the more unbearable weather with the cooler air near 

the water, awaiting the harvest season. He wondered, though, was that kind of traffic typical of the early 

autumn? And if the little market was so busy, he wondered what the eastern coastal towns’ markets 
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looked like. It was probably just as busy yesterday, too, but he didn't realize. More reason for Michio to 

try to learn to further his mindfulness. 

First up were the shellfish and then the crustaceans. He chuckled as the crabs clicked around and over 

each other trying to escape from their buckets. There was one monger in particular that carried nothing 

but snails. Big snails, small snails, some exotic, some fairly plain and all different other sorts. So many of 

the children would ask for one as a pet that the monger sold little shaped and curled sticks to carry them 

around. They could also be bought by the bagful for boiling. Some were cultured for medicinal purposes 

and he even sold all manner of shells, in particular, small bottles of ground up shells. Next were the 

salted, smoked, oil-cured, and other types of preserved and fermented fishes. Along with those, vendors 

sold every possible type and every possible combination of fish oils in small, medium, or large stoppered 

vials. They both ranged in and were arranged by color, from the lightest and almost clear to the murkiest 

oranges and browns. Each vial was carefully labelled by fish, part, or purpose. Surprisingly, it was the only 

table to smell of fish. Michio's only run in with the stuff taught him that thankfully a little goes a long 

way. The man selling the oils inspected his customers, probing for maladies that could be bettered with 

just the right blend. Some of the tables nearest the preserved fishes sold aromatic, pungent, and flavorful 

blends such as wood chips, exotic tree barks, tea leaves, tobaccos and bunches of herbs and spices all sold 

for the smoking of fishes and meats. Therein was the beauty of a fishing village at such an important 

trade routes crossing. Smoking foods was a passion of the traders. It started as a way to be able to extend 

the duration of their jumps by offering a food pack that wouldn't spoil. As villagers in the prefectures got 

their hands on some of the legendary smoked fishes, it became an industry unto itself. Michio's favorite 

had been the sakura tea smoked trout, while his father favored the stronger juniper salmon. 

Michio knew that he was getting closer because next up were the squid, octopi, and cuttlefish vendors. 

The only table cooking fishes beyond the fire pit at the other end was the octopus vendor. Live, fresh 

octopus could be bought, but this particular monger charcoal broiled the legs. They were so beautifully 

charred and smelled of the sea. His father would tell him that Nobuo, the octopus vendor, first brought 

his special blend of charcoal back to Minato after learning about it from the northerners. He would tell 

Michio that it was made by Dragons that used their flame to char hardwoods. Michio didn’t believe him, 

or in Dragons for that matter. However, Nobuo's sign was a hand painted Dragon torching an octopus, 

which was almost silly. Michio's mouth watered as he wondered why Nobuo liked octopus so much, and 

laughed at the idea of the old man running around at the feet of a mighty Dragon, picking out smoldering 

lumps of coal. Regardless, the smell made his stomach growl, but he needed to spend his first monies on 

an awning, which was convenient because the last grouping of tables were the big boys, the whole fishes.  

Before he could see each of the day's varieties, his heart started to race from both nerves and some sort of 

spiritual echo he left reverberating there yesterday. As he stepped towards the mackerel peddler, his 

palms started to sweat. Michio saw the man holding an umbrella over the fish wearing a wide smile on 

his face that completely disarmed him. He was as happy-go-lucky as Michio was nervous. With every 

step his gut swelled and his head fogged. The smiling man turned to him and said "Hello young man! Can 

I interest you in some of the finest fresh mackerel under any umbrella you see here?"  

Michio cleared his throat... "Sir, please forgive. I am Michio. Michio Endo. I am sorry that I fell through 

your awning yesterday."  
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The old man's smile melted and slowly reformed into a slight scowl and then an almost deep disbelief. 

He folded up the umbrella, taking care to lean it carefully against his table. Crouching to a knee, he 

grasped Michio by the shoulders and looked clean through his face with a long stare. "You, huh? 

You...you had me...and my fishes so worried!" his smiled exploded and he leaned forward, hugging 

Michio with a paternal comfort, one he didn't otherwise know. "I never thought you'd come back after 

you disappeared...we were all worried that you were hurt. Amazing," his voice lowered..."not even a 

scratch."  

"Sir, I came here today to give you the money to buy a new awning," he bowed at the waist.  

"Bup bup Bup... Nonsense!" the man cut him off. "Knowing that you aren’t hurt is payment enough. 

Besides, look around young Michio-san, no one else has an umbrella. I will become famous for this. I 

should be thanking you! I pulled out the umbrella yesterday and sang to my fish while twirling it above 

them, and I sold out! I got to close early and go home! Uh, Michio-San, can I ask, though, what...I mean... 

How did it happen?"  

Michio scratched where his shoulder met his neck under the collar of his robe. He looked up to where 

the awning's footprint could be seen in the sun-bleached wall, and then to the wall across from which he 

had leapt. From that vantage, there was no way he was making the jump. He chose his words "I 

jumped..." pointing up and across, "from there." The hesitation before his response caused some tension. 

The old man sighed with deep relief and Michio couldn’t understand why.  

Still on one knee, he rubbed the top of the boy's head, "Michio-San..." he said, serious, compassionate 

"some of these other fishers looked up and saw that man at the edge of the building. We all 

thought...well, to be honest, we thought he was trying to kill you, and perhaps he threw you from the 

ledge."  

Michio returned a look that clearly told how he’d never considered anyone questioning what he was 

doing, let alone drawing such a drastic conclusion. "No, sir, we were playing a game and I got excited. 

That was my father. He felt sorry that he could not be here today. He is on a jump. He's a Yojimbo, you 

know."  

The old man made a "hmmm" sound and furrowed his brow at that last bit.  

"Anyways, my Father gave me the money to replace your awning."  

"Young Michio-san, your father’s money is no good to me. And it has been a pleasure to meet you," he 

said, nodding his head. "Now run along, you, and stay off of those rooftops! I would like to stay the only 

umbrella'd fish man."  

Michio bowed deeper "Thank you sir. I will be more careful."  

The old man stood, popped open his umbrella, winked at Michio and turned back to the crowd. 

Michio spent the next few hours walking the marketway and along the docks, killing time, 

contemplating his day, waiting to buy dinner, with a full belly of grilled octopus and king mackerel still 

from lunch. He turned over and over in his mind What would have happened if he caught me yesterday? 
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❖ 

 

The sun was between the sky and the horizon, casting a dampening mellow burn of impending duskfall. 

Finally, "Time to buy some cuttlefish!" Since Michio was out on the docks trying not to miss any early 

fishing activity, he decided to use the alleyway instead of the front gate. Just as he suspected, the 

mackerel man was gone. Michio thought to himself, but audibly "why did I not ask his name? 

Tomorrow, then..." Anyway, it was on to buy some cuttlefish, but how much? Not sure how much 

Hiroyuki would like and knowing that he would eat his fill out on the water, he picked up about as 

much as his father bought last night. Paying with exact change, he grabbed the package, thanked the 

monger, and bolted back down the alleyway and out to the beach. It was dusk. No fisher and no bird. 

How peculiar, he thought, mindful to not refer to him as odd. 

Michio waited for a short while, but it got dark and he got hungry. His father always taught him that it 

was not polite to eat until your guests were tended. He waited. He took advantage of the wait to build a 

small fire, or to rebuild the fire left the night before. Surprisingly, there were embers perfectly preserved. 

He needed only to roll them and add some new fuel. Michio thought it odd, serendipitous, but odd 

because his father always taught him to cover any tracks. Around his father, he never held anything but 

trust. It would have never occurred that they didn’t cover tracks because of something his father 

calculated. Was it a test? Either way, he forgot the flint so he was grateful. That evening, he would cover 

the fire for sure. 

Michio didn’t expect to be there and certainly not so late when he left in the morning, so he didn't 

prepare any supplies to cook or even eat with. Luckily the monger had cleaned the fish already. He 

hoped the fisher would arrive soon...he seemed to travel with a light pack of supplies.  

An eerie rolling fog lapped at the beach, spilling off of the sea, curling around the flickering, pitted flame. 

It was dark. Longer he waited. Darker it grew. The fog sent up a chill and hunger gave way to grumbling 

that broke the stillness of the cooling night air. "Well, that's that," Michio announced, "let's eat!" It didn't 

take long for him to scrounge up some sticks and mount some cuttlefish, recalling the men cooking king 

mackerel. The fire had settled in nicely and the fish hissed when it hit the flame. Michio took his time to 

cook it evenly, which took no more than a matter of moments. There was too much for just one small 

boy, granted, he was planning on company. He took his share and dug the other sticks into the ground 

around the fire. The little cuttlefish flags would be visible from the fisher's catamaran in the fire light. 

Still, he waited.  

Not long after dinner, but past dusk, the glowing of a single lantern glided through the fog and into view 

from around the eastern most outcropping. It moved as if guided only by the current. It was much too 

foggy to see anything but the lantern, but as soon as he was within earshot, Michio knew it was him by 

the sincerity of his song. Though, in person, he seemed rather silly - again mindful to not think him odd. 

Michio uttered softly "I wish I knew his name as well." It didn’t matter. For, as quickly as the words 

passed his lips, he noticed the lantern change directions and start for the beach, right at him. 
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The lantern was first to break through. It burnt off enough fog to bring the fisher to light. It was only the 

third time Michio had set eyes on him, each time more interesting than the last. He was underlit from his 

glowing bow, making him much more dramatic than silly. He wore bunches of straw thatch across the 

tops and backs of each shoulder. Both an ample and a smaller gourd bottle hung from his waist. The 

glowing light accentuated the weathered definition in his features. Any of the remaining light seemed to 

be caught up under the brim of his straw hat, rendering anything above his nose hidden. His lips were 

pursed and his left cheek just so gently puffed as if his song melted into a silent whistle that he alone 

heard loud and clear. With a sweeping fluidity, the old fisher plunged his pole into the sea, giving enough 

push to propel the vessel to shore. Lifting the length of bamboo cleanly out of the water behind his 

stroke, he paused just long enough for his bird to pop up onto the end. With a great big arch he turned 

the pole from back to front up over his head. Hiroyuki switched sides mid-flight and appeared to be 

captaining the vessels from out well beyond the lantern. The boats momentum gently gave way to a 

lightly scuffled halt where the shallows of the coastline dwindled. The old man stepped forward and 

dropped to a knee, outstretching his bird further still. Hiroyuki gracefully lifted each of the cuttlefish 

flags from their posts and then clumsily gulped them down. Without speaking, the old man half winked 

in acknowledgement for the offerings. In as fluid a move, he raised up to his feet, shuffling back just 

enough for his weight shift to unlock the boat from the gravel. Then he slid the pole backwards until his 

hands fell to half-mast. Crouching down and dipping the non-birded back end into the water, he spun 

the pole slowly, swinging Hiroyuki backwards to the stern, propelling them away from the beach.  

Michio was speechless. It was a beautiful exchange and he knew somewhere deep down that they were 

not meant to speak. As a final gesture, the old man pulled down on the brim of his floppy straw hat, 

releasing it as droplets of water popped up, just visible before he disappeared into the fog. The glow 

from his lantern faded and he was gone. 

Stamping out his fire, he started on his way back home. Michio had an awful lot to ponder on the near 

hour walk.  

Shoes off, incense burnt, kata performed and he was off to bed. Michio blew out the candle and almost 

immediately fell to sleep. 

❖ 

For the third day in a row, Michio woke up in the small, one room cottage alone. It felt different; it was 

more comfortable when it wasn’t unexpected. He allowed himself to linger, and to stretch. Still reeling 

from last night, he was excited about what the day would bring. Would the fisher be there to meet him 

again? If he decided to go the other way into town, would the fisher know? Would he meet him 

somewhere along that route? He decided to be safe and would go the same way in hopes of meeting on 

the precipice. While he was eager to jump right up, get dressed, and get right out on foot, he stepped 

back and thought that he had better be a little more prepared. First thing: breakfast. Even though he 

could hang some fish out over a stoked fire, Michio was still a little inexperienced to be cooking whole 

fish. A peach, then. From the tree just outside. Before heading out, he packed a small pack with some 

tools in case he needed just about anything. In addition to a small knife, he made sure that he had the 

flint. On his way by the tree he grabbed two more peaches and was off. 
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The morning's hour long trek had more than doubled, part because of the tougher, rockier terrain and 

part because he found a small cluster of boulders. Other than the few small caves he found, there was 

nothing remarkable about the way he travelled at all. Perhaps tomorrow he would explore the more 

southerly side to see if he could find the coast. Last night, the old fisher came from just east of the 

precipice. Michio wondered if there was anything beyond that turn. All in good time. He had one more 

day before his father returned. When they were together, Michio didn't have much time to explore. 

They were always training and with increasing purpose. 

The first thing he saw was the absence of rising smoke curls from the fire. Next was the absence of the 

charred aroma of driftwood. When he broached the clearing, the final thing that he noticed was that 

there was no fisher. He was disappointed; in fact, heartbroken. He thought that they had shared 

something so special the night before. Perhaps they still did and that this wasn't the time to chat further. 

He had so many questions though. Could that be why the fisher did not present himself? Michio may 

have been young, but he was not naive to the fact that the fisher clearly knew things that he could not 

have possibly known. For instance, how did he know about the awning? The man in the market knew, 

but had no clue that it was Michio until he confessed. He hoped with all he could that he hadn't seen the 

last of the fisher. Interestingly enough, there were no signs of the fire that the old man stamped out 

yesterday morning. "Perhaps later than," he proclaimed as if hopeful that somewhere, he would be heard. 

Over the precipice and down the cliff, across the beach and to the docks...Michio decided to go back 

through the front gate. He also knew he couldn’t just wait around all day, for he had much to 

accomplish.  

The front gate was again breathtaking. It took a few moments to appreciate its grandeur. Bowing, he 

spoke a soft incantation to the shrine of the fisher. Michio felt towered over when he stepped through 

the archway, which in fact would have dwarfed a mounted rider let alone an on-foot six year old. The 

short forested pathway to the market tables was again enjoyable. Those trees were trimmed of leaves and 

branches for three-fourths of their height, atop which sat great plumes of green. They looked like giant 

versions of the largest sumi brushes that the calligraphers of the artisan markets worked with. His 

inquisitive young mind wondered who trimmed the highest points. 

The king-mackerelmen recognized Michio immediately and greeted him with a smile and a wave of the 

fish. It must not have been that often that someone came through the front. Because he visited so 

recently, the tables were nothing new and he walked straight on to find the man with the umbrella. And 

how could he be missed? A crowd was gathered and they were clapping and cheering. Young Michio was 

excited by what he saw when he wiggled his way to the front. The umbrella-man was singing songs 

about buying his fish and slowly turning circles. The best part, though, was when someone ordered some 

fish. He would repeat their order. "Two fishes. Two fishes coming. Ho! Let's see how high we go! Two 

fishes!" Between flattened hands he clapped the pole of the umbrella. "Ich!" Each time he called a 

number he bobbed at the knee, readying himself as the crowd responded to the numbers he called. "Ni!... 

SAN!!!" on three, he moved his hands in opposite directions like lightning, sending the umbrella 

corkscrewing up into the air like a child's propeller toy. While it was up, he worked like magic to bundle 

up the two ordered mackerel, wrap them neatly in paper, pop the package under his right arm and turn 

to face the customer just as the umbrella floated back to his open hand. He handed over the package and 

took a little bow. The crowd and Michio went crazy as he dared them "Let's see just how high I can go!"  
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What a brilliant salesman! Michio thought, "He'll be home before lunch!" 

The most ordered wound up being twelve. Twelve picked, twelve wrapped, twelve sold and he did it. 

He actually did it. It may have been easier because the order was for "give me the rest of 'em!" Michi 

wondered if he would have been hard pressed to pick twelve when they had to be counted out. Maybe 

tomorrow? Maybe tomorrow he would have a new trick?! Michio decided that it would be worth the 

walk, and that it best be early because, he was right, it wasn’t yet time for lunch and he was sold out. 

"Oh ho! Young Michio-san! See. Who needs a new awning? Hah. And how are you today, young man?"  

"I am fine, sir. Thank you. I am glad that you are selling so well and I am sorry that I broke your awning... 

Sir...may I ask your name?" Michio asked.  

"Yes you may, young Michio-san. My name is Hideo. Hideo Shimura. And it is an honor, young sir, to 

have made your acquaintance."  

"Likewise, Shimura-San. I can't wait for my Father to meet you!"  

"Yes. Indeed." a little quieter now, "and I should very much like to meet your father." Michio was not 

quite sure what he detected in his tone. However, Shimura offered to buy him some king mackerel for 

lunch, and that’s exactly what they did. 

During their lunch, Shimura told all about his family, his sweet wife, five children, even his parents and 

how he is from a long line of mackerel-men. They spoke of the town and of the school, of the traders 

and their jumps. They wrapped up and did not linger. Shimura took advantage of the day and went to 

spend it with his family. They cordially went their separate ways. 

❖ 

Walking to the beach, Michio was thrilled at what he saw. He turned back, looked at the docks and then 

again at the beach as he kept walking. He remembered thinking how is it that there is no one else ever 

out here on this beach? Not that he wanted a crowd around to talk to that particular fisher. 

"Boyo boyo boyo. Come here, boyo." Michio was again amazed that to look at the fisher, he would never 

tell that he even gave a damn. As Michio approached, the fisher asked "do you know where to find a 

tortoise that hasn't any legs?" Hiroyuki squawked and the man answered him "oh come now. I like that 

one. Fine fine fine, you miserable old bird." To Michio now "please sit. So why, boyo, are you not in 

school?"  

"My father is teaching me, sir. I am learning many things."  

"Oh that is your father, you say. And what might your father's name be, cuttlefish? Mr. Cuttlefish?"  

"His name is Meizu Endo, sir. Sir, may I ask you what your name is as well? I would very much like to 

know."  

"Meizu Endo, you say, boyo. Curious. Simply curious."  
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"Please, sir, why is that name so curious?"  

"I am going to tell you something that I have not told anyone truthfully since I told Hiroyuki, here, a long 

time ago...I am called...and this is for no one else and you only. No one, Michio, especially not Meizu...I 

am called Mizuyo. For now. The surname is not important, simply Mizuyo."  

"Thank you Mizuyo-sama," said Michio as he bowed deeply. "I have many questions sir, but what I 

would like to first ask is why you have not told anyone besides me and Hiroyuki what your true name 

is?"  

"Because, my boy, some people only think they know who you are. You probably won't be surprised 

that I do not meet many people." Before Michio could muster another question, Mizuyo responded. "In 

due time, Cuttlefish, in due time. You know, we will follow you to the great eastern bay when you go. 

You have much to learn aside from what Meizu Endo has to teach. I enjoy our chats, and Hiroyuki, well 

he loves cuttlefish. We bid you, boyo, a fond farewell."  

That time, the old fisher of Minato was on the beach with Hiroyuki alone. No fire, no supplies, no pole, 

no fish. When he stood up he whistled and flicked his head to the other side. Hiroyuki popped up into 

the lowered palm of his hand and then up again to his shoulder. Together they bowed, not lowering their 

eyes. Michio returned a bow before the old man turned around and walked straight out into the water. 

Michio was interested in where he thought he might be going, but he was about calf deep. Mizuyo 

stopped to turn around and say "and boyo, you find it exactly where you left it." Taking a moment, he 

relished in his punch line and then argued with Hiroyuki until they reached the end of the beach. Off in 

the distance, they stepped up onto the catamaran that Michio hadn’t noticed. With a push he was off, 

and with a few strokes, he was gone. 

❖ 

Michio found himself at home, mid-day, alone with his thoughts. He turned to what he knew: his kata 

and his forms. They flowed through him as he unraveled the interactions with both fishers. It was dinner 

by the time he finished. Congee was the easiest thing to cook, and why not use the outdoor pit. While he 

waited for the porridge to simmer along, he wondered what he might do with his next day. Finally, he 

settled on exploring the rest of the forest to see if he could find some coast line to the south. Could there 

be more beaches? Where is it that the fisher goes? Are there any good places to hide? Any caves, even? It 

was all planned out between eating and falling asleep. 

❖ 

For the fourth day in a row, Michio woke up alone, and for the second day in a row, he had a complete 

sense of adventure. He hopped to it right away, grabbing two peaches along the way, and he turned 

south in search of a fisher.  

It was every bit of a half hour hike through the roughest terrain. Aside from uncleared passages, the way 

was rockier, and in some spots, there were small piles of boulders and rock-laden hills. As he passed by, 
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he inspected a few, but saw no immediately visible caves. Maybe if he climbed up a little higher, but that 

could be another day. But, up ahead, the canopy started thinning and the sky was again big over what 

looked to be about a stone's throw ahead. Michio trod carefully, unsure of what he approached. Luckily 

so, because he found no plateau from where he could enjoy the view. There was a sheer drop from the 

treeline down to a beachless, rocky coast. Looking to the east and to the west, it appeared that he had 

found the southern-most point for miles, at least of that corner of the island. In fact, to the immediate 

east, there was a crescent shaped bay. The water was an unimaginable blue, highlighted in spots by the 

most brilliant turquoise. Michio took a few moments to allow the view to capture his breath. The water 

was calm and only rippled against the rocks. Every few moments, a hawk would circle out over the bay 

from the edge of the trees. It was a hawk, he was certain, because of its cry. Michio wondered if there 

were more bays. He also wondered if it would be a good spot to fish. But more so, he wondered how 

beautiful the cliff backed bay must have looked from the sea. His plan was to come back one night and 

see if Mizuyo made his rounds by the moonlight. To the west he walked on, hoping to double back on 

the precipice and encircle the chunk of land he was exploring. To know its outer limits would be to 

define its potential. 

It took his little legs the better part of the morning to work his way back towards another peak. The way 

was treacherous. Though there were no other well defined bays, there were a few small spots of secluded 

sandy beach that would only be accessible by boat or by a descent that was far beyond Michio's 

expertise. And they were certainly too small to be called beaches. There was about enough space on at 

least one or two of them to fit Michio, his father, the fisher and a fire with not much room to stretch. 

From his newest spot, though, there was a wandering outward curve that lead to what appeared to be 

the precipice over the beach and docks. There was truly nowhere for Mizuyo to have gone when he 

rounded the beaches rocky easterly edge until he at least paddled past the first southern point. Even 

beyond there, it was a mystery to Michio. Where does he live? he thought. Where does he go? 

To no surprise of Michio, he was nowhere to be found on the ledge or on the beach. By then, he was 

very hungry, and quite parched. After a short trip through the marketway, he satisfied those basic needs 

before heading home. It was too late to catch Shimura-San and the incredible umbrella show. The rest of 

his day was fairly uneventful. Some time was spent tending the house, setting out morning utensils for 

breakfast with his father, whom he missed and was excited to share stories with, and then he took care 

in performing his kata out in the warm evening air. After a modest meal, Michio practiced his forms by 

candle light, calming his mind. He lit a stick of incense to the shrine and spoke incantations of his father’s 

safe return before settling in to bed. Typically, on the day after a jump his father liked to rest some, but 

usually they would have some light training, maybe even some new forms. Hopefully they would start 

getting deeper into their sparring, Michio thought. He couldn’t wait to go to the marketway with his 

father to show him the tricks that Shimura-San had been using to sell his fish...all because of their 

training and a fortunate little accident with an awning. In a way, he felt recharged, ready for a new round 

of training. Sleep found him much quicker than it had in longer than he could remember. 

❖ 

"Michio! GET UP!"...he was startled awake by the angered growl that he knew and feared all too well. 

"MICHIO!" the door slammed open as his father growled louder now, closer, clearly not interested in 
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taking the time to remove his shoes outside before he stormed into the room and ripped the covers off of 

the young child. His father was not an overly large man – he was tall and trim - but the startled 

awakening heightened his intimidation. Michio knew that it had to be the middle of the night because no 

light shined through the open doorway. "I thought I told you to fix that AWNING!" the yammy smell of 

that demon piss he liked to drink was pungent under his growls.  

Still tingling from being torn from his sleep, all that Michio could really muster was, "wait...I...I spoke 

with Shimura-San...he doesn’t want an awning now!"  

"Now you DARE lie to me? Get up!" Michio's eyes adjusted enough and just in time to see the long, thin 

bamboo switch in his hand before he was lifted off the ground by the gathered nape of his sleeping robe. 

His shins dragged violently across the tatami mats.  

"No, Father, PLEASE! I spoke with Shimura-San..." as controlled as he could possibly be, he pleaded "you 

have to believe me!" stifling tears of fear and of rage.  

"You will learn what disobedience and lies get you...this is what I have to come home to?!" He let go of 

his robes and Michio fell to his knees. "STAY STILL!" he yelled as he ripped at the robe, exposing the 

thin, healed, cross-hatching scars across the boy's back.  

Michio was close to hysterics "Please! Don't do this! I promise!!! I tried to pay!..." Winding up, he began 

to lace a fresh set of clean red stitches where the bamboo had seared through flesh before. The knuckle 

of the bamboo in particular took pieces away. He could feel his own blood trickling down. Tears 

streamed down his little face and out of the corners of his wincing little eyes. He vowed to not give his 

father the satisfaction of his screams. Part of him wanted to just say "I'm sorry" to try to appease it. As 

each stroke fell violently, it stung more than the last. Blinding, now. The wetness of the blood on the 

switch only sharpened the sting. Crack! He bit down on his lip and still he did not scream. Another 

strike. Crack!! Michio winced. His father breathed deep with rage. And another. Michio lost count. His 

father changed his stance and grasped the switch with both hands. The stroke fell sharply where his raw 

shoulder met his tender young neck. CRACK!!! His side twinged and tried to pull him away as if he 

could escape through the floor. Blood flicked onto the side of his face. Hyperventilating, Michio couldn't 

muster his plea. He began fearing for his life. But with the final strike, and a morbid stroke of luck, the 

switch split lengthwise. The bloody halves fell to the ground. He saw his father wipe his chin with the 

backside of a fist. Perhaps to wipe the blood. Michio hoped so. There was a long silence broken only by 

his own labored and shuttering breath and the faint ticking sound of his blood dripping to the floor 

panels. The room began to spin.  

Finally, his father spoke. "Clean up. In the morning, we go to the market." He remembered the floor 

hitting the side of his face before he faded. 

Michio wouldn’t remember clearly the events of the next few hours or so, but when he came to, his 

father was passed out and loudly snoring. Once again, a scared child found himself laying on his side, 

curled up, trying to console himself. His pain was unyielding, everything throbbed, but his tears were not 

from the pain. The reality of the training of the Yoru had been a harsh one, and it already left its marks. 

Deep down he understood what it meant as a rite of passage. This, though, was nothing earned. This was 
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not training, nor rite, nor passage. This was cruel. This was violent. He thought again to himself what 

would have happened if he had caught me that day on the rooftop?  

That night, sleep was in no hurry to find Michio and take his pain away. 

❖ 

It seemed like he had just fallen into a sort of half sleep state when he heard "...get up, we are going." 

They had no big breakfast. They did not speak on the way. That morning, they traveled by the proper 

cart paths into town. Michio walked a few paces behind his father, focusing on his own feet. If his back 

was not proof, last night would have been no more than a distant nightmare. Passersby spoke pleasantries 

to his father who did not acknowledge. Michio half grinned and offered subtle bows of his head to each 

and every one of them, mainly out of defiance. He wondered if he visibly carried the pain. Every step 

skewered his spirit. If it wasn't for that, he otherwise thought for the whole trip that the way was boring. 

Nothing like his forest. Next time they trained, he would show his father, he would keep himself lost up 

there for hours. 

Michio snickered as they walked, like so many others, through the back entrance to the marketway; the 

wrong entrance. He didn’t feel like his father deserved the honor of stepping through the grand front gate 

anyways. His nerves were lumbering below, slowly swelling to fill his belly, climbing higher and higher 

until his heart pounded in his forehead. He knew. He knew that he was not nervous to see Shimura. In 

fact, quite the opposite. He longed to see a friend. He was nervous, somehow, for the confrontation 

between Shimura and his father, and what his father's reaction may have been when they were again 

alone. Without fail, a crowd was gathered. 

That morning, Shimura was not spinning his propeller trick. Instead, when someone ordered fishes, he 

popped the umbrella straight up letting it float back down and balance upon the top of his head while he 

packaged up the fish. He rocked his head side to side just enough to keep it balanced. What a silly old 

man, Michio thought, cracking his first real and familiar smile since the last time he ate. 

After another quick sale, Shimura noticed that they were standing there. "Ooh...Well good morning, 

young Michio-san! We did miss you yesterday morning, my boy." Michio made a point to catch his 

father’s eye, which happened to raise a brow, cock his head and look at the boy as if to say oh really?! 

"And this must be..." turning to look his father square in the eyes "Endo."  

Meizu looked surprised. He set his teeth and mustered a short nod. He pointed up the wall and asked 

"What happened to your awning, trader?" That is what the traders call each other with an almost 

affectionate air. But then, for the first time, Michio heard the word used as a weapon.  

Shimura broke the tension with a muffled laugh sent out of the corner of his mouth and explained..."Oh 

that old thing? I understand there was an accident during a childish game. Boys will be boys. No one was 

hurt, but I thank you for asking. You see, that happy little accident shed a little light, if you will, on my 

new outlook to selling fish. I have Michio-san, here, to thank for helping me get back to business."  
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Meizu's face flushed and he took in and then expelled a deep breath, at the very end of which..."oh 

really?" His father filled his lungs... "Not the lesson I sought to teach, but I thank you for getting in the 

way of that." The tension was palpable between the two men, even through Michio's rekindled interest 

in his feet.  

Shimura had the final word and Michio may never know what it was. He said "don't miss my words 

here, Endo, for I speak them carefully...Young Michio's money is no good here, and I simply will not 

accept yours," he shuffled to stand next to Meizu and reached an arm around his shoulder, speaking 

privately. He nodded and Meizu was speechless. Shimura opened up his umbrella and spun it through 

the air to Michio, who caught it with a giggle and a glare from his father. Shimura took to his knee, 

rubbed Michio's hair and swapped him the umbrella for a package of mackerel. "These are for you and 

your father. Enjoy. On the house." He winked, pinched Michi's nose with a quick raspberry and returned 

to his work. 

❖ 

Whatever Shimura told his father, it may not have mattered. He got the gist. "Michio. We have over-

stayed our welcome here. We will move closer to the eastern coast. I have failed in my teachings for how 

you should be interacting with these...peasants. Trust that I will not make that same mistake again. When 

we get back, we pack our things and we go. No questions." 

He never apologized, but Michio felt that something ate away at him from the inside.
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